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University ROTC offers more than a degree 
Morgan Sales 
reporter  
With a rise in the number of Ameri- 
can troops stationed around the world 
a rise has also come in the need for 
officers to lead them. The Reserve 
Officers' Training Corps helps stu- 
dents attending college gain the skills 
to become an officer while earning a 
s ROTC program is traditionally 
a four-year program that offers the 
needed training and leadership. The 
decision to commit to a military life- 
style must be made prior to the junior 
year. During the first two years of 
ROTC there is no military obligation, 
according to military officials. 
ROTC also offers a two-year pro- 
gram that enables college level iu- 
niors who were not enrolled in the 
program during their first two years 
of college to become a second lieuten- 
ant in the armed forces. 
Across the United States more than 
500 host institutions provide officers 
training for the armed forces. In Ohio 
23 institutions offer ROTC experience 
for the Air Force, Army and Navy, 
according to ROTC officers. 
THE UNIVERSITY began offering 
Army ROTC as part of the student 
curriculum in 1948. The Air Force 
program began three years later. 
Each semester ROTC students take 
a course that is offered by their re- 
spective branch of the service - Mili- 
tary science (Army) or Aerospace 
Studies (Air Force). 
Emphasis in these classes is placed 
on the development of each student's 
sense of personal integrity, honor, 
knowledge of the "customs and cour- 
tesies" of the service and the individ- 
ual as a leader and manager, 
according to Army and Air Force 
officials. 
"In ROTC we're looking at the total 
Erson, someone who exhibits officer- 
e characteristics," Capt. Thomas 
Inskeep of the Air Force said. 
The objective of ROTC is to provide 
students with the skills and training 
needed to become officers in the 
armed forces. Classwork and sum- 
mer field training camps help shape 
the   "raw   recruit"   into   officer 
photo/Mary Basta 
First snowfall 
Snow fell for the first time this winter over the weekend and many Bowling Green residents were caught 
off guard as was Jamie Rugglero (above left), who came out of the Union to find his bicycle covered 
with snow. After talking with Ellen Bean (right), junior elementary education major, both students returned 
Inside for a cup of hot chocolate. 
Ohio's problem: Russian vodka 
COLUMBUS; Ohio (AP) - State 
liquor control officials have about 12,- 
000 bottles of liquor the governor 
doesn't want them to sell, so they've 
asked the federal government what 
they can do with it 
The liquor is Russian vodka ordered 
off the shelves by Gov. Richard Ce- 
leste Sept 2, after the Soviets downed 
a Korean Air Lines Jet that had 
strayed into Soviet air space. 
Liquor control officials say the state 
spent more than $70,000 for the spirits, 
which now sit in the back rooms of 
liquor stores and outlets. They've 
asked the Alcohol, Tobacco and Fire- 
arms Bureau of the U.S. Treasury for 
guidance, said Rozanne Glass, chief 
spokesman for the Liquor Control 
Department. 
Alternatives include selling the 
banned bottles, swapping them to a 
liquor wholesaler or returning the 
vodka to the shelves. 
"All of our options are still open," 
Ms. Glass said. "Until we hear from 
federal officials, we don't have to do 
anything." 
The state stores had an inventory of 
9,005 bottles of 80-proof Stolichnaya, 
which wholesaled for |8.37 each when 
the ban was Imposed. Also on hand 
were 2,595 bottles of 100-proof 
"Stolly" which wholesaled for $7.46. 
There's been virtually no demand 
for the banned booze. "It is not a hot 
item," Ms. Glass said. Stolichnaya 
accounted for 0.2 percent of toe 
state's total liquor sales for 1982. 
"It is carried only in the high-class 
restaurants and lounges; it is not 
generally used," said Harold Rickert, 
lobbyist for the Ohio Beverage Asso- 
ciation. "There's been no economic 
impact at all." 
Officials at Paramount Distillers, a 
Cleveland-based firm that distributes 
Stolichnaya in Ohio, declined com- 
ment on any possible impact the ban 
has had on its sales. 
material possessing leadership poten- 
tial. 
"AS AN officer you have a lot of 
people working under you. They will 
be looking to you for a certain quality 
of leadership. As an officer you're 
looked up to for guidance as a prob- 
lem solver and a manager, lust as you 
would be in the real world," Capt. 
George Faithful of the Air Force said. 
Upon successful completion of the 
ROTC program and graduation from 
college, graduates are commissioned 
as second lieutenants in the military. 
The newly commissioned officers are 
placed on active duty for three to 
eight years depending on their career 
field. 
During the 1950s the patrotic duty of 
"serving your country" made ROTC 
training a requirement at most uni- 
versities. Under federal law, males 
enrolled at land grant institutions 
(state assisted (were required to take 
two years of ROTC training as part of 
their student course load. 
However the 80s and 70s ushered in 
a negative feeling about the military 
with the rise of public unrest about the 
U.S. role in the Vietnam War. The 
outbreaks of riots on college cam- 
puses were focused not only against 
the active military, but the ROTC as 
well. 
SOME ROTC detachments in- 
structed the students not to wear 
military uniforms, so they would not 
be singled out by the student body. 
"The ROTC was very visible during 
the 60s and 70s. Today's college stu- 
dent doesn't have a memory of the 
Vietnam era unless they had a 
brother or father die," Army Capt. 
John Cogley said. 
Cogley and Inskeep said the recent 
actions of the U.S. military in Leb- 
anon and Grenada will have little if 
any effect on people's decisions to join 
the ROTC program or the "active 
military." Instead they see the eco- 
nomic hardships of the country as the 
main reason most people are joining 
the services today. 
The ROTC program is more than just another University department, 
according to Cogley. 
"ROTC is a close knit family, some- 
thing that you don't see a lot of on 
campus. It gives a feeling of belong- 
ing,   he said. 
Civil war truce ignored 
Beirut fighting continues 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Druse 
shells hit Christian east Beirut yester- 
day, the Lebanese army fired at mili- 
tiamen in nearby mountains and U.S. 
jets roared over central Lebanon. 
In Israeli-occupied southern Leb- 
anon, Israeli troops guarding the 
A waLi River bridge shot and killed an 
unidentified man who tried to lob a 
grenade at them, the military in Tel 
Aviv said. Earlier, a roadside bomb 
slightly wounded two Israeli soldiers 
as their vehicle traveled east of Tyre, 
the command said. It did not elab- 
orate. 
As the largely ignored Lebanese 
civil-war truce entered its  eighth 
week, the new U.S. special Middle 
East envoy Donald Rumsfeld con- 
ferred with President Amin Gemayel 
and top aides in Beirut. 
U.S. F-14 jets based on the carrier' 
Dwight D. Eisenhower offshore flew 
reconnaissance missions over Beirut 
and nearby Syrian-controlled moun- 
tains in central Lebanon. Syrian gun- 
ners shot at the planes last week but 
no firing was reported yesterday. The 
Reagan administration has warned 
the Syrians not to shoot at American 
aircrafts. 
An informed Western source, who 
spoke on condition that he not be 
identified, said the flights were rais- 
ing fears in Lebanon of a U.S. retalia- 
tory strike for the Oct. 23 terrorist 
bombing attack on the Marine base in 
Beirut that killed 239 Americans. 
Druse gunners had fired heavy ar- 
tillery and Soviet-made Grad rockets 
into east Beirut Sunday night for the 
first time since U.S. and Saudi media- 
tors arranged a cease-fire Sept. 26. 
That truce has been violated almost 
daily. 
TO PROTEST the shelling, the rep- 
resentative of the Christian Lebanese 
Forces militia boycotted yesterday's 
meeting of a four-man military com 
mittee set up to oversee the cease-fire 
agreement. 
Bus strikers burn letters in rally 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Striking 
employees of Greyhound Bus Lines 
Inc. rallied in front of the downtown 
terminal at noon yesterday, chanting 
"Hell No, We Won't Go" and burning 
their letters from the company. 
The rally came in the 12th day of the 
nationwide strike over a company 
proposal to cut drivers' and other 
employees' pay by about 10 percent. 
The company had sent the employ- 
ees form letters giving them until 2 
p.m. EST yesterday to return to work. 
The strike began Nov. 2. 
The employees in local 1204 of the 
Amalgamated Transit Union re- 
sponded with letters of their own. 
In the letters, drivers, baggage 
handlers and ticket counter employ- 
ees told respective managers they 
will return if the company agrees to 
bargain "in good faith." 
Gary Russell, president of Local 
1204, said he wanted to hand the 
packet of letters to company officials. 
The strikers chanted, "We want Pep- 
pin, we want Peppin," trying to get 
district manager Frank Peppin to 
step out to accept the 120 letters. 
After it became clear no one was 
leaving the building to accept the 
packet, Russell dumped it into one of 
several steel drum stoves used to 
keep picketers warm, as strikers 
shouted "burn 'em, burn 'em." 
RUSSELL SAID about 100 active 
members of the union are striking. He 
said he estimated about 125 to 150 
people were at the rally, joined by 
Family members and some members 
of the United Auto Workers. 
The strikers marched in small 
groups around the large block where 
the terminal is. 
"I don't know of anyone who's re- 
turned to work," Russell said, when 
asked if anyone locally had accepted 
the company's deadline. 
Russell, 39, and a driver for 10 
Esaid some of the workers are 
to work for Trailways, Grey- 
's chief competitor. He said he 
understood that Trailways has al- 
ready called back its drivers from 
furlough and will be needing more 
drivers if the Greyhound strike lasts. 
Bernie Brewster Jr., assistant ter- 
minal manager at Trailways here, 
said the company wouldn't object to 
hiring Greyhound drivers, "but we 
don't plan on doing it at present." 
Russell said he didn't know how the 
Trailways pay and benefits package 
compared with the Greyhound pack- 
age. 
Poll says Glenn, Reagan even 
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) - UJS. Sen. 
John Glenn and President Reagan are 
neck-in-neck in a presidential prefer- 
ence poll by The Columbus Dispatch. 
The Dispatch questioned 1,658 reg- 
istered voters between Oct. 31 and 
Nov. 2 about their preferences for 
president in a race between Glenn and 
Reagan or Mondale and Reagan. 
The poll, published Sunday in the 
Dispatch, put Reagan and Glenn even 
at 50 percent, and Reagan ahead of 
Mondale by a 56 percent to 45 percent 
margin. 
A similar statewide poll taken Sept 
28-29 showed Glenn ahead of Reagan 
52 percent to 48 percent, and Reagan 
ahead of Mondale 58 percent to 42 
percent. 
Both polls had a margin of error of 3 
percent. 
Glenn's decline in the latest poll can 
be attributed to a slump in support be 
received from respondents who says 
they regard themselves as Demo- 
crats. In the September poll, 85 per- 
cent of the Democrats voted for 
Glenn, while in the latest poll only 76 
percent of the Democrats voted for 
Glenn. 
GLENN'S SHARE of the Republi- 
can vote, 14 percent, and of the inde- 
pendent vote, 49 percent, remained 
unchanged. 
Mondale fared better with indepen- 
dents in the November poll, receiving 
37 percent of the independent vote 
compared with 29 percent in the Sep- 
tember poll. Mondale's share of the 
Democratic vote declined slightly 
from 79 percent to 77 percent, while 
his share of the Republican vote re- 
mained at 7 percent 
In the latest poO, Reagan lost 
ground with women but gained with 
men. Reagan received 50 percent of 
the woman's vote against Glenn and 
51 percent against Mondale. Reagan's 
share of the men's vote in the latest 
poD was 87 percent against Glenn and 
62 percent against Mondale. 
Glenn and Mondale enjoyed the 
greatest percentages in Cleveland, 
where 78 bercent of the respondents 
favored Glenn and 77 percent Mon- 
dale. In Franklin County Glenn gar- 
nered 43 percent of the vote to 
Mondale's 36 percent, and in Hamil- 
ton County, the tally was Glenn 39 
percent Mondale 30 percent. 
The newspaper noted that the un- 
employment rate dropped, the UJS. 
invaded Grenada and the U.S. Marine 
headquarters in Beirut was bombed 
in the month between the between the 
polls. 
Also occurring during the month 
was the premiere of "The Right 
Staff," the movie about the early days 
of the space program, which includes 
portrayals of Glenn. The Dispatch 
also noted that Mondale has been 
putting together endorsements from 
labor and other groups. 
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editorial- 
Visiting the hospital 
When the man left the hospital room of Jill Mackey, a 29- 
year-old Columbus woman, he cried. Mackey is in a 
coma with a broken neck and an injured brain stem. She was 
injured when a car driven by Leon King, the man who visited 
her, collided with hers. King had a 0.23 percent alcohol level - 
twice the legal limit of 0.1 percent - when his car hit 
Mackey's. 
Mackey's sister, JoAnn Kerr, asked the judge to order 
King to visit her sister when King was freed from jail after 
serving only 49 days of a 180-day term - his sentence was also 
changed to five years probation and four years suspension of 
his driver's license instead of the original one year. 
Kerr said that everyone will be at home this holiday season 
in King's family, and she wanted him to see how incapcttated 
her sister Jill was. It's an unusual sentence but tragically 
appropriate. 
Drunk driving is too easily accepted in this culture. Though 
laws punishing drunk drivers are strong in the state, perhaps 
observing the victims of an accident can do drunk drivers 
some good. 
We have known a nurse's aid who has seen the victims of 
accidents for more than a decade in her hospital's emer- 
gency room. When she talks about scenes in that emergency 
room, the foolishness of the people who have caused others or 
themselves to land there makes her face contort with anger. 
She has often said that spending one night in the emergency 
room, seeing the types of injuries that come in from auto- 
mobile accidents, would make anyone drive with more care. 
People seldom listen to her idea. 
It is time judges and legislators listen to ideas like this. A 
night in such circumstances or visiting the rooms of victims 
would not be an effective deterent for all cases perhaps, but it 
sure would open the eyes of some. 
It can't hurt the victims, and who cares if it hurts the 
conscience of the drunk driver. Think about who that driver 
might have hurt. 
Inside sources explain 
the defeat of the Press 
by Art Buchwld  
The swift, bloodless victory by our 
armed forces over the entire Ameri- 
can press corps in the Battle of Gre- 
nada will go down in history, as far as 
many Americans are concerned, as 
President Reagan's finest hour. 
Government officials have lifted the 
Ud of secrecy as to how it was accom- 
plished. 
One of them told me, "We couldn't 
have done it without the support of the 
American people. For some time our 
intelligence sources indicated the me- 
dia was vulnerable to a surprise at- 
tack. There was great dissatisfaction 
018O2601in the country with the con- 
stant drumbeat of bad news the peo- 
ple were getting from their press and 
electronic sources. The so-called 
"free press" forces were perceived as 
a bunch of thugs hiding behind the 
tie's  right to know"  liberal 
"So your people decided it was the 
right moment to overthrow the First 
Amendment?" 
"It wasn't that simple. We needed 
an excuse to take on the press. If the 
administration could dramatize the 
media threat to the country, and 
prove the government was a much 
more dependable source of informa- 
tion, the Reagan administration could 
win the hearts and minds of the 
poeple. Of course every administra- 
tion has wanted to launch a preemp- 
tive strike against the media, and its 
been war-gamed in the White House 
situation room for years. But Presi- 
dent Reagan was the first one willing 
to take the risk." 
"It must have been a tough decision 
for him." 
"When you're dealing with the 
news, there are no easy ones. For 
example, we knew an all-out frontal 
assault on the American media would 
not work in a peacetime environment. 
The American people tend to set very 
nervous if you launch an attack on the 
media when no lives are at stake." 
"Dont tell me you invaded Gre- 
nada Hist to give the American press 
a bloody nose?" 
"No, Grenada fell into our laps. We 
had to go in there anyway, so we 
decided we might as well mop up the 
media at the same time. We used as 
our textbook the British military op- 
eration in the Falklands. Maggie 
Thatcher was able to rout the entire 
British press corps with minimal cas- 
ualties to her government. A secret 
study by Her Majesty's Forces indi- 
cated the British people were far 
more content to hear the news of the 
fighting from the government offi- 
cials than they were to read eyewit- 
ness dispatches in their paper and see 
television film of the action. 
"But" he continued, "we also knew 
we had to complete the Grenada ac- 
tion fast, because the American peo- 
ple would only stand for a news 
blackout for just so long before they 
would start asking questions. Once we 
worked out the policy we turned it 
over to the military for execution." 
"The Joint Chiefs must have been 
elated with the assignment." 
"They were thrilled. The Navy waa 
assigned to prevent all press landing 
by sea. The Air Force was ordered to 
turn back chartered planes. The 
Rangers were instructed to knock out 
any shortwave radios operating on 
the island. Not one television crew 
managed to get ashore. We held the 
information nigh ground for three 
days. It gave us enough time to put 
out the story the way we wanted it 
told. When the president went on the 
air Thursday to give bis report, the 
American people bought the whole 
ntly by going into Grenada 
you not only sent a message to the 
Soviets and Cubans, but to the Ameri- 
can press as well. 
"You might say that. The Reagan 
government is no longer a paper tiger 
as far as the media in this country are 
concerned. We proved for the first 
time a well-armed, highly disciplined 
military force can rout a badly demo- 
ralized press corps without one shot 
being fired." 
"Then from your standpoint, the 
press-free invasion was worth it." 
"This is only the beginning. You 
haven't seen anything yet" 
Art BuchwMld is a columnist for toe 
Los Angeles Times Syndicate. 
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Reagan: a master at fooling us 
by Parry Wllis" 
Ronald Reagan, who called the in- 
vasion of Grenada an invasion, is now 
angry at reporters for calling it an 
invasion. They should call it a ,rrescue 
operation." That Is, we should all lie 
to each other for our mutual gratifica- 
tion. 
Entebbe was a rescue operation - it 
did not take possession of Uganda and 
put it under martial law. Sending 
troops to get the Mayaguez crew was 
a rescue operation; and, Hi-conceived 
as that raid was, it did not overthrow 
the government of Cambodia. Presi- 
dent Carter's raid in the desert was an 
attempted rescue operation - it did 
not try to capture the Ayatollah Kho- 
meini and rule Iran. 
Our military, boasting that it blew 
the Grenadians away, presumably 
had the means to "rescue the Ameri- 
can students (those who wanted to 
go.) The students were not captives; 
they were not under guard. Planes 
were still leaving the regular airport 
on the eve of the "rescue operation." 
(Compared with the difficulties over- 
come at Entebbe, the landing of troop 
helicopters to take out medical stu- 
dents was no big deal. 
The big deal was to invade an island 
with a task force of 15,000 men. That 
was what we wanted the excuse to do 
- and the president has searched here 
and there for excuses, many of them 
ex post facto. One day, we were 
rescuing; the next, honoring a treaty 
between third parties, neither Grena- 
dians nor Americans; the next day, 
preventing a Cuban takeover. 
Tne president can lie at will be- 
cause the people approve of bashing 
the commies under any excuse. They 
love his lies - which is an easy habit 
for voters to get into. So the lies keep 
coming. One day the State Depart- 
ment reports and confirms that 100 to 
150 bodies of the prior Grenadian 
regime have been found in a mass 
grave. The next day, no such grave 
can be found; so the State Depart- 
ment says that its report "got ahead 
of the facts" - ahead, that is, of facts 
that do not exist. When the govern- 
ment invents "facts," that is not 
invention, that is anticipation. 
One day, the State Department an- 
nounces that there are 29 American 
soldiers missing in action (besides the 
18 reported dead); the next day, that 
figure is denied. The State Depart- 
ment says that only 12 patients were 
killed in the mental asylum we 
bombed, though the funeral home 
buried 18 bodies out of the place. 
No overall statistics of civilian dead 
have been released. The only consis- 
tent thread in this numbers game is 
that the first official releases were 
self-flattering - and turned out to be 
false, like the claim that there were 
1,500 Cuban soldiers on the island. Let 
the truth limp afterward, vainly try- 
ing to catch up with official lies, which 
fly far "ahead of the facts." 
Meanwhile, an American "psycho- 
logical warfare" team is on Grenada, 
turning out posters to tell the Grenadi- 
ans what to think about their own 
island. Back in America, President 
Reagan conducts the same operation, 
brainwashing his own citizens. It was 
an invasion; it was rescue operation; 
it was a pre-emptive strike, delivered 
in the nick of time. It was shaped like 
a camel, it was backed like a weasel, 
it was very like a whale. When Polo- 
nius played such games on him, Ham- 
let was bitter that "they fool me to the 
top of my bent." We, on the other 
hand, want to be fooled - and Reagan 
Is on hand with an ample supply for 
that demand. 
Garry Wills is a columnist for the 
Universal Press Syndicate. 
Military pride clouds domestic problems 
by Timothy Thompson 
Upon stepping down from office, 
Ike warned us to beware of America 
becoming a military-industrial com- 
plex. That warning is fast becoming a 
reality. America is gearing up her 
military machine with a fervor. The 
glamour and pride associated with 
being a soldier has resurfaced. 
The leaders of our day realize that if 
you want to build a military you need 
to direct that military at some inher- 
ent evil, so that you can claim you're 
merely protecting your interests from 
that evil. Hitler successfully aimed 
his nation's thoughtless hatred at the 
Jews; President Reagan is succeed- 
ing in directing America's hatred 
toward the Soviets. Not that the Idea 
of hating Soviets hasn't been beaten 
into us since day one, but Reagan is 
stepping up that hatred. 
Myself, I'll choose the freedoms 
I've grown up with to any other form 
of government. But I don't need to 
hate, and don't feel a need to kill, to 
appreciate that freedom. Others, in- 
cluding our president, seem to dis- 
agree ; their philosophy is not live and 
let live, it is might makes right. Call it 
what they want - peacekeeping, pro- 
tecting democracy, or keeping the 
Capitalistic blood pumping - our na- 
tion is once again sending men to die. 
Some call it honorably protecting our 
country, I choose to call it senseless 
death. 
There is a higher purpose for turn- 
ing these hatreds into deaths that we 
can't overlook. Let's talk about social 
control. All nations and governments 
have problems. In our country's re- 
cent past much focus was on internal 
The news and people's 
lit were focused on unemploy- 
ment, recession, depression, protest, 
crime, failing industries - all prob- 
lems that reflected trouble within. 
Now. it doesn't take but half a wit to 
realize that these internal problems 
will escalate, grow worse. If the focus 
is not changed If a president wants to 
be re-elected, he must show that inter- 
nal problems are being resolved. But 
a more useful strategy is to neglect 
the internal problems and shift atten- 
tion to the external. Picking a widely 
despised enemy and centering all 
energies on emancipating the world 
from that enemy, tends to unite a 
nation and get votes; it worked for 
Hitler, it can work again. 
George Orwell was familiar with 
this government ploy of directing 
hatred. Many have seen through the 
fiction of "1984" to grasp its reality. 
In that story the common people, the 
Proles, and the programmed Party 
members were all continually fed a 
diet of hating the enemy. It diverted 
fears, especially the fear of having to 
realize their own miserable exis- 
tence; and it united the nation, gave 
them a rallying point for pride. We 
like to accuse the Soviets of such evil 
propoganda, but in the confines of our 
own bate-system it goes by the name 
of patriotism. 
What Big Brother Ron is doing is 
not only directing our attention else- 
where, he is exercising social control. 
Many Americans are having prob- 
lems. Unemployemnt is but one prob- 
lem that Is satisfied by building a 
military and going to war. Equality is 
another big problem - the crevice 
between social classes is widening. 
The appearance of material worth 
like microwaves and clothing is keep- 
ing the lower classes from question- 
ing their self worth. Many are finding 
they will have to settle for less tham 
mom and dad promised, and they're 
disappointed. 
If we leave people to. ponder their 
problems, we may have social unrest 
- so ways are found to divert people's 
attention. By taking their minds away 
from the problems at home and on to 
the battlefield, our president is keep- 
ing social discontent in check. We are 
the good guy, the rest of the world has 
problems, so let us place our concerns 
with the rest of the world. 
BuUding America's military pro- 
vides Jobs - keeping that military in 
action gives some (let's hope not 
many) a sense of purpose. In order to 
make ourselves appear to be right, we 
must show that others are wrong, so 
we kill them. After all, if you die, you 
must've been wrong. 
Witness America's excitement as 
Short Cuts 
she celebrates her new military pride. 
Watch her hate the enemy, not realiz- 
ing the enemy exists in her mind. 
Keep yourself in line kid, don't you 
dare question what America is doing. 
Big Brother may be watching you, 
though he too exists in our minds. 
Welcome to 1984. We're a little ahead 
of schedule, but then, the pace Is 
picking up all over. 
Timothy Thompson, a columnist and 
cartoonist for the News, is a doctoral 
candidate in interpersonal and public 
communication. 
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Sign-ups for interviews 
fair to greatest number 
Through the years, The University 
Placement Services has experi- 
mented with a variety of interview 
sign-up procedures. Visits to (and 
phone conversations with) universi- 
ties nlmilar in size and programs 
offered have provided the Placement 
staff with a wide range of possible 
procedures. This year we made some 
slight changes in the procedures for 
interview sign-up. Opening the doors 
later arid posting the signs after have 
alleviated the ,Yovernight" lines we 
used to have at sign-up. We believe 
this method to be the most fair to the 
greatest number and, after discussion 
with the Placement Student Advisory 
Committee, have a consensus sup- 
porting that belief. 
To the seniors who have been inter- 
viewing this semester, we want to say 
thanks for your cooperation in mak- 
ing sign-up work, with the economy 
sou rebounding from the recession, 
we know that the number of inter- 
views is tight and you have been very 
patient and understanding. We fully 
realized the anxiety of those seeking jobs and are very appreciative of the 
positive way in which our students 
have approached the interview sign- 
ups. This cooperative attitude, the 
degree of preparedness for inter- 
views, and the enthusiasm shown for 
interviewing on campus makes us 
proud of each of you. 
Our work is made easier by the very 
positive approach and cooperative 
spirit of our students. Employers con- 
tinue to tell us how pleased they are 
with the Bowling Green graduates 
they've hired. The satisfaction in 
hearing such comments is further 
bolstered by the cooperation and un- 
derstanding exhibited by our stu- 
dents. With great pride, we say thank 
b seniors, and may you have the 
of luck this semester and next in 
all your interviews. 
Jerry L. Richardson 
and the entire 
University Placemen! Services Staff 
Toilet paper poor stuff, 
roughing it resented 
We are writing to complain about 
the staple goods that are supplied in 
the Residence Halls. We are upset 
that we pay an enormous amount of 
money to live here for ten months and 
the toilet paper in the dorms is 
rougher than sandpaper. In fact last 
week in the Mac West dorm the toilet 
paper was so rough that it wasn't 
flushing properly and all the toilets 
ended up clogged and out of order. 
And if that isn't bad enough it was 
Parents Weekend. We have taken the 
advice of Mr. Wipple by squeezing the 
Channin - but ft isn't getting any 
softer. We just don't understand why 
out of common decency the Univer- 
sity won't spend an extra twenty cents 
on soft toilet paper. 
la there an explanation for this 
maltreatment of undergraduate stu- 
dents? 
Hemorrhoidally yours, 
Meg Tlerney 
441 Mac West 
Opponents of issues 
thanked by Olscamp 
I want to thank all of those who 
worked with such diligence in the 
effort to inform the public about what 
the possible consequences would have 
been if Issues 2 and 3 had been ap- 
proved in the recent election. I truly 
believe we would have faced a finan- 
cial situation of genuinely serious 
proportions had, the issues been ap- 
proved, and I also believe that the 
effort to educate the public about the 
plight of education in general and 
higher education in particular played 
a key role in their defeat. Without the 
help of the faculty, staff and students, 
the task would have been much more 
difficult. 
Now, I hope we can all turn our 
attention to the improvement of the 
quality of education at Bowling Green 
State University. Thank you again. 
Paul J. Olscamp 
University President 
-respond 
The BG News Editorial Page is 
the campus forum for comments 
regarding articles in The News or 
important issues concerning the 
University and its community. 
Guest columns from members of 
the University community are 
gladly accepted. If you would like 
to write a "commentary" column 
please contact the editorial editor. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, triple- 
spaced and signed. Your address 
and phone number must be in- 
cluded for verification. 
Letters to the Editor should not 
be longer than 200 words and guest 
columns should not be longer than 
500 words. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor 
The BG News 
10* University Hall 
Cleor Views by T. Downing and T. Clean/ 
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Task force questions woman's death, lost info 
by Monica Orou 
staff reporter 
Yesterday the Women for Women 
Anti-militarism Task Force held a 
memorial in the name of Karen Silk- 
wood. Nine years ago Sunday, Silk- 
wood died in a mysterious car 
accident on her way to deliver infor- 
mation that may have documented 
safety regulation violations at the 
Cimmaron facility of the Kerr-McGee 
Corp. 
Sukwood was a lab analyst for the 
gutonium reprocessing plant outside 
klahoma City. Her death remains a 
mystery; the information she was to 
deliver was lost. 
Teresa Dooley, junior speech and 
hearing therapy/Spanish major and 
member of the task force said the 
Silkwood case raises several issues. 
"It raises the question of can we go 
up against the government," she said. 
"Does the nuclear industry have the 
right to push people around like 
this?" 
Silkwood allegedly had information 
that proved the Cimmaron facility, 
which produced fuel rods, was ship- 
ping products which leaked radioac- 
tive plutonium to nuclear plants 
around the country. The rods contain 
the plutonium and are used in the core 
of a nuclear power plant. Lisa Slyon, 
philosophy instructor and task force 
member, said the Atomic Energy 
Commission has guidelines for safety 
measures and the Silkwood case 
raises the question of whether stan- 
dard laboratory conditions can be met 
in the actual production of nuclear 
products. 
"WHO'S SURE if they're (the regu- 
lations) going to be followed," she 
said. Slyon explained that Silkwood 
was putting pressure on the company 
through her research and through her 
support of the Oil, Chemical and 
Atomic Workers Union which could 
deal with workers' grievances. Silk- 
wood criticized lax safety standards 
and collected information on employ- 
ees who apparently falsified evidence 
on quality control records. 
Inhaling or swallowing just a few 
specks of the radioactive plutonium 
can cause cancer; radiation poisoning 
or death can result from higher expo- 
sure. 
Slyon said the company Silkwood 
worked for produced bi-products for 
nuclear weapons and the fact that the 
Department of Energy is producing 
nuclear weapons rather than the De- 
partment of Defense raises the ques- 
tion of whether the government is 
covering up possible dangers of the 
Cimmaron plant, which closed in 
early 1»76. 
The task force focused their memo- 
rial on "A woman," Slyon said, "who 
in a sense, gave up her life tor the 
fight." 
The court awarded Silkwood's fam- 
ily flO.S million in punitive damages 
in 1979, but this was later reversed by 
the U.S. Court of Appeals. The Su- 
preme Court recently agreed to hear 
the case. Slyon said the Reagan ad- 
ministration has supported the ap- 
peals court's reversal of the original 
decision. 
Sukwood died Nov. 13, 1974, when 
she was on the way to deliver infor- 
mation to a New York Times reporter 
and a union representative. The FBI 
is still investigating the accident. 
College years can be full of stress 
Counseling services offer alternative to suicide 
by Geoffrey Barnard 
reporter . 
Editor's note: This is the last of a 
three-part series dealing with suicide. 
This article deals with seeking coun- 
seling as an alternative to suicide. 
Someone once said that college 
years are the best years of your life. 
That person neglected to mention that 
college years can also be the most 
stressful and pressure-filled years of 
your life. 
Every year thousands of college 
students across the country attempt 
suicide in response to crisis situa- 
tions. The numbers might not be so 
high if more students in crisis situa- 
tions would seek counseling to help 
them with their problems, according 
to Roman Carek, director of the Stu- 
dent Counseling Center. 
College students' reactions to crisis 
situations are similar to reactions 
anyone in society would have. But 
college students are at an age where 
"major transitions are happening in 
large numbers," Thomas Atiig, direc- 
tor of the Philosophy Department, 
said. 
"AT THIS stage of life, people are 
thinking of who they are and who they 
can be - searching for meaningfill- 
ness in their lives, Attig said. "To 
think that the decisions they are mak- 
ing (in college) are once and for all is 
to make them so momentous. 
"They (college students) have pres- 
sures to get good grades, (the pres- 
sures of) relationships... and when 
they fail, it's crisis time." 
Despite the crises that can lead a 
student to become suicidal, students 
often refuse to face the need for 
counseling. 
"We live in a society where heroes 
are rugged individuals... who don't 
need anyone," Attig said. "People are 
reluctant to reach out for help. 
Healthy individuals are supposed to 
be able to take care of themselves." 
Reaching out for help is not a sign of 
weakness, Carek insists. 
"You could compare it (facing a 
crisis situation) to some sort of physi- 
cal injury. If you go see a physician 
for a broken leg, that's no sign of 
weakness. The same goes for mental 
or psychological help,   Carek said. 
Seeking psycholigical help may 
even make a person stronger in the 
long run, Carek said, because the next 
time a similar situation arises the 
person will be better prepared to cope 
with it. 
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS, who re- 
alize the need for counseling, can 
receive help at the Student Counseling 
Center, 320 Student Services, or at the 
Student Wellness Center, second floor 
of the Health Center. A student can 
see a psychologist by appointment at 
the Student Counseling Center, or a 
peer adviser at The Well. 
Emergency suicide situations - 
cases that have progressed beyond 
advance counseling - can be best 
handled by The Link, a telephone 
information and referral service, 
Marvin Kumler, associate professor 
of psychology, said. 
The object of emergency suicide 
prevention is not to psychoanalyze in- 
depth, but to give the person someone 
to listen to, and possibly point out 
some alternatives to solving the per- 
son's crisis that hadn't been thought 
of, Kumler said. 
*t 20%-30%-50% -60% 
Before Christmas Specials! 
• Classic ducks 30% off 
• Gnomes by Tom Clark 
• Musical boxes 30% off 
• 3 ft. X-mas trees: 
were $24.00 now $19.50 
• Glassware 40% off 
• hand-crafted wrap around 
skirts with totes 30% off 
• Chinese and Japanese 
collectibles50% off 
• X-mas cards 20% off 
Regular cards 40% off 
2nd Anniversary 
Perm Sale! 
Nutcrakers and Steinback Smokers 30% i. 1084 S. Main Courtyard Square 
on all perms, 
* Earpiercmg by Delia 
Special price $5 - 24 kt. gold studs 
* Other services: eyebrow waxing 
and manicures 
* Ask for Bob, Delia, Jacki, 
or Tina 
WITH THIS COUPON 
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"Mirror, Mirror" 
and eyeshadow, 
\f too; Merle Norman 
1
 has a beautiful 
offer for you. 
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tot     < i*?f*tllS- r i , 
Domino's 
Pizza 
Delivers'; 
f     A *40 value for only $12.50 
with any $8.50 purchase 
of Merle Norman cosmetics 
Sixteen Silky Shadows for your eyes. A rainbow of color in all the latest fashion 
shades. And two sponge applicators. And a Trimline Eye Pencil. And a 
beautifully decorated hand mirror. We call it "Mirror. Mirror".. .and It's 
Merle Norman's special offer to make your holidays more beautiful. 
A great gift for you or someone else... but hurry. 
This offer Is good through December 31.      prVTM C ^^N^fYWY 
1983. while supplies last. | |CKLC I IVa/KI I  IMI 
The Place for the Custom Face* 
ANY 2 (4 items or less) 10" Pizzas $5." 
The The Fast, Free 
Contest: Rules: Delivery 
Domino's Plzu will award 1. Carry out ordara and 4. Tha location and tlm* 352-1539 
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Take five 
"The Entertainment Company" is a group of University students who put together 
singing, dancing and comedy into one show. The group has done over 30 shows since 
they were formed a year and a half ago, and last year the students performed at 
the Parents Day festivities opening a show featuring Susan Anton. 'The Entertain- 
ment Company" will be performing on Nov. 30 in the Grand Ballroom. 
BGSCJ Board of Student Publications 
is Now Accepting 
Applications for 
new/ 
EDITOR 
Term Beginning Spring Semester 
Apply: 106 University Hall 
*»*&** 
Audio Craft 
Welcomes You To 
Stereo Excellence 
More than just a new name in town, Audio Craft 
offers state-of-the-art stereo components, extensive 
services and a professional staff to assist in every 
phuse of your buying decisions ... Because at Audio 
Craft, our business is your sound pleasure. 
( i.ill   Si\lus   Kxiiminittion   .*. 
runic I III-MI .iiiii  ( aliliralinn 
Save $25.00 - Our normal charge for this service. Due to the 
popularity of this event, please be prepared to wait for your unit 
to be tested. Owner must be present. Components only ... no 
compacts. 
Your Records Need Protection. To assist you in protecting your record 
collection, we have invested in a $9,500 stylus inspection and turntable 
calibration center. THIS SYSTEM ALLOWS US TO PROVIDE YOU 
WITH THE FOLLOWING SERVICES: STYLUS INSPECTION — 
Check for defects in diamonds, correct stylus mounting & off-axis 
cantilever. CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS — Channel balance, channel 
separation & output signal level ADJUSTMENT OK TONEARM FOR 
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE. NOTE: If our tests indicate your 
cartridge stylus is badly worn, we will not be able to calibrate your 
turntable. A worn stylus will damage our test records. 
Any brand regardless of where purchased component cassette 
decks only ... no compacts, portables or car stereo's. Find out 
how well your cassette deck is performing. Owner must be 
present while his equipment is being tested. 
Your cassette deck will be tested for frequency response, total harmonic 
distortion, record'playback saturation, tape speed, and wow & flutter 
The results of these tests give you an excellent indication as to the 
capabilities of your tape deck. We suggest you bring with you a blank 
cassette of the tape you use for the test procedure. 
FREE - UP TO $16.50 VALUE 
E veryone bringing in a turntable or cassette deck to our 
clinics. Your choice of a record care product, cassette 
care product, or quality cassette tape. <On* ttvm per cuatomrr.r 
Cassette Deck Service Special.. .Only »19.95- You Save $40.00 
Hnni; vour (uurllr dork in our CuMacttt- Ditk IVriiirmuim' Tint Clinic. One si 
Audio (r.ifl'n Svrvitr Tti hnumns will * Aliun tin hrudu * Sot Record and Hluv 
Level ' and Sol KIIIM Kor KJ.it Kroquom-v Row on nut- Km-ThoTiipo You An-1'■ins. 
(PL-nut- bring oneofyourcaaatttea with you) We will be ablt to determine from our 
CaiaetieMeck Performance Teat if your ca«aette deck will benefit from thia service 
special Please Note We reserve the right to exclude any cassette deck from this 
special if in our opinion the unit cannot be improved or we have inaufficient 
information to properly do the aervice. 
Turntable ft Record Changer Service Special . ■ . November 14 
thru November 19 only. Save S20.00 ... Only $19.95* 
Our service department will inspect your unit, thoroughly remove all old 
lubricants Reluhricate and check for proper operation. I nspect belts and idlers for 
wear. Electronically calibrate for maximum performance. This special limited to 
high fiHelty turntables and changers only, no compacts. "Additional aervice if 
required, at standard service rates plus parta 
i) vii s & i o( \ i IONS or i \ IN I! 
I- inill;i> Store ■ Mon<lii> Nov. I I \ I'tifsdm  >o\, 1.1 
Howling (■rct'ii Stor<   ■ Wed. No\. HJ& Thurs. No*   17 
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ALL STORES 1PM - 7PM ONLY 
the [irofeHmn.il audio 
itorei since 1954. 
audio craft 
• BOWLING GREEN 248 S. MAIN STREET 
MMSM 
• FINDLAY 334 S. MAIN STREET 
424-1191 
• TOLEDO 5206 MONROE STREET 
885-3547 
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Nov. 15. 1983 
Art - A Laser Art Sale is 
being held in the Student 
Services Forum today 
through Thursday from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. The sale of 
these precision photo 
prints are sponsored by 
Arnold Air Society and An- 
gel Flight. 
Turkey Grams - Thanks- 
giving messages will be 
sold from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
on the first floor of Univer- 
sity Hall. Messages will be 
delivered on Monday. Cost 
is 25 cents each or five for 
$1. Sponsored by Alpha Phi 
Omega. 
MBA - John Westergaad of 
New York City, president 
of Equity Research Asso- 
ciation, will discuss "Ju- 
nior Growth Stocks" at 11 
ajn. in the Town Room of 
the Union. Sponsored by 
the MBA Association. 
Open to all. 
Issues 2 and 3 - Dr. Mary 
Edmonds, vice president 
of student affairs, will dis- 
cuss the ramifications of 
State Issues 2 and 3 at noon 
in the Main Lounge of the 
Commuter Center, Mose- 
ley basement. Sponsored 
by the Commuter Off-Cam- 
pus Organization. Free 
and open to all. 
Law Schools - Representa- 
tives from the University 
of Akron and the Univer- 
sity of Dayton will be avail- 
able from 1:30-4 p.m. in the 
Faculty Lounge of the 
Union to discuss their law 
schools. Sponsored by the 
Law Society. Open to all. 
Lotramurals - The dead- 
line for entries for students 
interested in participating 
in an intramural walley- 
ball tournament is at 4 
p.m. today in the Intramu- 
ral Office, 108 Student Rec 
Center. First games are 
scheduled for Nov. 18-20. 
Open to all. 
AIDS - Judith Gunn Bran- 
son, managing editor of the 
Infectious Disease Update 
Series,  will  discuss Ac- 
quired Immune Deficiency 
Syndrome at 6 p.m. in 112 
Life Sciences Building, as 
part of an Applied Micro- 
biology Seminar. Free and 
open to all. 
Karate - A karate clinic, 
with a discussion of the 
American Karate Sys- 
tem's benefits, discipline 
and recreation, along with 
various basic karate 
moves, will be offered 
from 6-7:30 p.m. on Tues- 
days and Thursdays from 
Nov. 15 through Dec. 15 in 
the St. Thomas More gym. 
The fee is $20 and informa- 
tion may be obtained by 
calling 372-0181. 
Hunger Awareness - 
"Guess Who's Coming to 
Breakfast," a slide show 
about the effect of multina- 
tional corporations of the 
third world will be shown 
as part of a Hunger Aware- 
ness Week Event at 7:30 
p.m. in 302 Hanna Hall. 
Sponsored by the Social 
Justice Committee. Free 
and open to all. 
Education - D. WUliarn 
Speer, associate nrofaMor 
in the College of Educa- 
tion, wiU discuss "Comput- 
ers in the Schools" at 8 
p.m. in 112 Life Sciences 
Building. Sponsored by the 
Student National Educa- 
tion Association. Open to 
aU. 
Stress - Judith Gunn Bran- 
son will discuss "Stress 
Management for Profes- 
sionals" at 8 p.m. in 204 
Life Sciences Building as 
part of an Applied Micro- 
biology Seminar. Free and 
open to aU. 
Peace Corps - Former 
Peace Corps volunteer Lo- 
rie ParlrJull will be con- 
ducting informal 
interviews today at the 
Placement Office for indi- 
viduals interested in join- 
ing   the   Peace   Corns. 
Winter and spring grad- 
uates should apply now to 
be considered for assign- 
ments that wiU be opening 
soon after they graduate. 
For more information, 
contact 1-800521-8686. 
Manuscript* - Miscellany 
campus magazine is still 
accepting manuscripts, in- 
cluding essays, and fea- 
ture and fiction pieces. 
Deadline is Friday. AU 
manuscripts should be 
dropped off in 103 Univer- 
sity Hall in the Miscellany 
mailbox. For more infor- 
mation, contact Gena Gal- 
lagher, editor, at 372-5520. 
Dateline, a daily service of 
the News, lists dates and 
times of campus events. 
Submissions by all organi- 
zations are welcome and 
must be turned in typed 
and double' spaced one 
week prior to the event. 
Son charged 
with murder 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) 
- Police have charged a 
Columbus man with the 
bludgeoning murder of his 
mother, a woman that 
neighbors said "devoted 
her life" to her only child. 
Columbus police 
charged John "Bart" 
Zelinski, 32, with the mur- 
der of Iva Zelinski, 68, both 
of 2980 Templeton Rd. 
Police found Mrs. 
Zelinski's body on the floor 
of a basement utUity room 
at 8:30 a.m. Sunday. Sgt. 
Cliff Davis said a prelimi- 
nary autopsy showed she 
died Friday night or Satur- 
day morning from head 
wounds caused by an unde- 
termined weapon. 
Davis said a relative of 
the Zelinskis' who lives in 
Macoupin County, 111., had 
called police early Sunday 
and asked them to check 
the Zelinski home. 
Hikers discover 
small skeleton 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) 
- The skeletal remains of a 
small-framed body, found 
scattered in a ravine near 
a picnic area of a Colum- 
bus park, included a num- 
ber of bones, the Franklin 
County Sheriff's office said 
Monday. 
Detective Douglas Mc- 
Loughlin said hikers dis- 
covered the skeleton about 
noon Sunday in a heavily 
wooded ravine of the park 
in southwestern Franklin 
County. 
Investigators scoured 
the ravine for about three 
hours, finding a skull and a 
number of bones. Mc- 
laughlin said the bones 
were scattered throughout 
the ravine. 
Woman wakes 
to discover man 
standing in room 
;X■'■ YfOIXEGE NIGHT 
by Marcy Grande 
stotl reporter  
When   sophomore 
Deanna Argenio, an inte- 
rior design major, awoke 
Sunday morning and heard 
a rustling noise in her 231 
Prout residence, it was not 
her roommate, but 21- 
year-old Gregory Oliver of 
192M* S. Main St., Bowling 
Green, standing near her 
desk, police reports said. 
"AU I saw were pants 
and tennis shoes," Argenio 
said. "Then he turned 
around and ran out. He 
could not have been there 
for more than half a min- 
ute," she said. 
Argenio said nothing was 
stolen, but she could not 
figure *ut how OB vercbtdd: 
not have seen her, or why 
he entered the room if he 
did see her. 
"My bed is in plain view 
of the door. Anyone who 
would be in someone's 
room at eight in the morn- 
ing is really dumb," she 
said. 
Argenio said while she 
could not identify him, the 
custodian he nearly ran 
over got a close view of 
Oliver, which led to his 
identification, arrest and 
charges of criminal tres- 
Prior to the incident, re- 
ports said Oliver already 
had been prohibited by 
Standards and Procedures 
to enter any University 
residential units. 
Argenio said she left her 
door Mnlocked overnight in 
case a friend who was not 
feeling well wanted to 
come and stay with her. 
Here's the inside story 
of our new 
Buttermilk Biscuits. 
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Doctors chill bodies in 'bloodless' surgery 
ANAHEIM, Calif.(AP) - 
Open heart surgery using 
no transfused blood has 
been performed on almost 
100 infants and children by 
chilling their bodies and 
diluting their blood with 
water and nutrients, doc- 
tors said yesterday. 
In comparison to conven- 
tional surgery, "blood- 
less" surgery results in 
less loss of blood and 
places less strain on the 
kidneys and lungs, said 
Sambamurthy Subrama- 
nian, chief of cardiac sur- 
gery at Children's Hospital 
in Buffalo, N.Y. 
Those findings were 
something of a surprise, 
Subramanian said. Origi- 
nally, the technique had 
been used only on Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses, whose re- 
ligion forbids blood 
transfusions. 
It turned out, however, 
that the Jehovah's Witness 
infants tolerated surgery 
much better than other pa- 
tients. 
The technique consists of 
cooline children's bodies 
from the normal tempera- 
ture of 88.6 degrees to 
about 75 degrees, cutting 
the rate of blood flow in 
half. 
The blood is diluted with 
an equal or larger amount 
of a standard hospital solu- 
tion of water, minerals and 
starch or other nutrients. 
IN CASES requiring un- 
usually complex surgery, 
the body may be cooled to 
about 86 degrees, at which 
time circulation stops com- 
pletely. That condition can 
be maintained for about 
one hour before causing 
damage, Subramanian 
said. 
Transfused blood always 
carries with it the risk of 
disease, especially hepati- 
tis. "In this day and age, 
when you're going to use 
Cleanup fight continues 
DEERFIELD, Ohio (AP) - It's been five years 
since the 11-acre Deerfield 
dump was closed and a 
year since 15,000 drums of 
poisonous chemicals were 
carted away, but state and 
federal governments still 
are fighting over who will 
pay for more cleanup at 
the rural dump site. 
The dispute is holding up 
a lawsuit filed by the state 
against the former dump's 
owner, Donald Georgeoff. 
and companies that used 
the dump. 
It cost $2.4 million to 
clear the 15,000 drums 
from the dump in south- 
eastern Portage County. 
Hundreds of thousands of 
gallons of flammable in- 
dustrial solvents, oils and 
chemicals were removed. 
The wastes included 
Hooker Chemical Co.'s C- 
58, a highly poisonous sub- 
stance used to make dyes, 
pesticides and drugs. 
But U.S. District Court 
Judge David Dowd in Ak- 
ron wont let the lawsuit go 
to trial until the total cost 
of the cleanup is estab- 
lished. 
Still ahead is a study of- 
underground damage 
where three times as many 
barrels are believed to be 
buried and still ahead is 
the cleaning up the buried 
chemicals. 
Officials think under- 
ground tests will cost be- 
tween 8300,000 and 8500,000 
and the cleanup will cost 85 
million. 
BUT TWO Ohio commer- 
cial and environmental 
laboratories contacted by 
the Akron Beacon Journal 
estimated the cost Just for 
underground tests at the 
dump and the nearby Ber- 
lin Reservoir could reach 
85 million. 
"The (Environmental 
Protection Agency) hasn't 
said so in so many words, 
but Deerfield is no longer a 
top priority item," John 
Tucker, chief engineer for 
the Mahoning Valley Sani- 
tary District, said. "It's 
money." 
Hampering settlement of 
the issue appears to be the 
UJS. EPA's Insistence that 
the state assume responsi- 
blity for long-term mainte- 
nance at Deerfield. The 
state has balked at that 
proposal because no one 
knows what that kind of 
commitment could entail 
and because the state's 
constitution forbids open- 
ended contracts. 
The U.S. EPA also in- 
sists that money collected 
by the state from compa- 
nies go toward the under- 
ground cleanup. 
Ohio taxpayers have al- 
ready paid $839,000 from 
the general fund for the 
cleanup. And since the 
whole project is expected 
to cost U million to $10 
million, the state main- 
tains it has already paid 
the 10 percent share re- 
quired under the 1880 fed- 
eral Superfund law. 
"WE HAVE so many 
sites to clean up In Ohio, 
we want to be able to lever- 
age every penny we have. 
We want the maximum 
bang for our buck," Vir- 
ginia Aveni, EPA deputy 
director in charge of the 
state's hazardous waste 
program, said. 
Meanwhile, the group of 
area residents who fought 
for the cleanup has shrunk 
to only a handful. 
"Nothing's happening. 
It's a deadend. It's been a 
few years since I heard 
from anyone," said Doris 
Carver, who lives about a 
half-mile from the site and 
is leader of the dump's 
opponents. "I'm more con- 
cerned than I was before. 
How much longer do we 
have to wait?" 
Speech group to honor Glenn's wife 
ROCKVTLLE, Md. (AP) - 
Annie Glenn, wife of Sen. 
John Glenn, D-Ohio, will 
receive a special award 
from the American 
Speech-Language-Hearing 
Association, the group said 
Monday. 
Mrs. Glenn will be cited 
for her "extraordinary, 
courageous and successful 
battle against stuttering," 
the group said. 
"Mrs. Glenn's efforts to 
overcome stuttering have 
been a tremendous source 
of inspiration for the more 
than 1 million individuals 
who have this problem," 
Russell L. Matowe, direc- 
tor of the association, said. 
The award will be pre- 
sented at a luncheon dur- 
ing the association's 
meeting Nov. 18-21 in Cin- 
cinnati. 
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FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE FALL SEMESTER 1983 
TIME 
OF 
EXAM 
THURSDAY 
12/15/83 
FRIDAY 
12/16/83 
SATURDAY 
12/17/83 
MONDAY 
12/19/83 
TUESDAY 
12/20/83 
WEDNESDAY 
12/21/83 
8:30 I.B. 
10:30 «.a. 8:00 M 9:30 T 
8:00 T 
8:30 T 9:30 M 8:30 M 
10:45 l.a. 
12:43 p.a. 11:30 M 
8:00 W 
10:30 T 10:30 M 8:30 W 
11:30 T 
12:30 T 
1:15 p.a. 
3:15 p.a. 1:30 M 3:30 M 
1:00 T 
1:30 T   , 12:30 U 12:30 H 
3:30 p.a. 
5.30 p.a. 3:30 V 
4:00 T 
4:30 T 
4:30 M 
4:30 U 2:30 M 
2:30 T 
3:30 T 
6:00 p.a. 
8:00 p.a. 
5:30 6  6:00 
1 
5:30 4 6:00 
M 
5:30  4   6:00 
T 
5:30 6 6:00 
V 
'   8:15 p.a. 
10:15 p.a. 
6:30.  7:00 4 
7:30 
It 
6:30,  7:00 6 
7:30 
M 
6:30, 7:00 4 
7:30 
T 
6:30,  7:00 4 
7:30 
W 
COMXON  EXAMS 
6:00 - 
8:00 p.a. 
SPCH   102 CS 101 
CS 103 
ACCT   221 
SI0L 205 
MATH 095 
MATH  096 
COMMON EXAMS 
8:13 -   . 
10:15 p.a. SIAT 211 
MIS 200 ACCT   2.'1 STAT 212 
For example, a class that meets for the first lecture time in a week at 8:00a.m. Tuesday (8:00 T) is scheduled 
for examination at 8:30 a.m. Monday, 12/19/83. Similarly, a class that meets for the first lecture time in a week 
at 12:30 p.m. Monday (12:30 M) is scheduled for examination at 1:13 p.m. Wednesday, 12/21/83. 
If a conflict exists between a common exam time and a regularly scheduled exam time, the resularly scheduled 
exam takes precedence and the student should be allowed to make up the common exam. 
If a course meets both in large lecture and discussion format, the first large lecture time in a week is used as the 
basis for determining the final exam time of the course. The final exam schedule incorporates each starting time 
on the semester time grid as passed by Academic Council. Also, other starting times have been added to the final 
exam schedule on Tuesdays and in the evenings to accommodate isolated exceptions to the time grid. Any faculty 
member with a course starting at a time not indicated on the final exam schedule should consult with the students 
in the class to establish the ideal meeting time for the final. . 
blood, people are con- 
cerned about it," Subra- 
manian said. 
In a report to the annual 
meeting of the American 
Heart Association, Subra- 
manian's colleague, Dr. 
Jacob Bergsland, said, 
"Our experience shows 
that bloodless surgery can 
be performed safely in all 
but the smallest infants." 
The diluted blood that 
flows through the chil- 
dren's bodies carries as 
little as a third of the per- 
centage of oxygen-carry- 
ing hemoglobin found In 
normal Wood, Subrama- 
nian said. 
It bad been feared that 
could be a problem, but 
research has shown that in 
fact the thinner blood cir- 
culates better than normal 
blood. 
IN TRIALS with almost 
100 infants and children 
between the ages of three 
months and eight years 
who needed surgery for a 
variety of congenital heart 
defects, Subramanian said 
be found no detrimental 
effects attributable to the 
technique. 
Subramanian em- 
phasized that no patient is 
refused blood if emergen- 
cies require it. Of the first 
48 patients to receive the 
new surgery, two needed 
some transfused blood. 
The techniques of dilut- 
ing Wood and cooling sur- 
fical patients date to the 
960s. But Subramanian 
said his group is the first to 
apply both techniques to 
children. 
After surgery, the chil- 
dren are given supple- 
ments of Iron for tour 
weeks, to encourage the 
production of red Wood 
cells which carry hemoglo- 
bin. 
Graffiti costs are high 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) 
- The Central Ohio Transit 
Authority, facing seat re- 
placement costs of 883,000 
for the first four months of 
this year, no longer is will- 
ing to write off the graffiti 
that decorates the vinyl 
seats in many of its buses. 
COTA has decided to 
prosecute offenders to the 
fullest, James Ahlstrom, 
marketing manager for 
the Columbus area transit 
system, said. 
Graffiti artists could 
face as much as a $2,500 
fine, five years in jail and 
payment of restitution for 
malicious destruction of 
public property. 
COTA filed complaints 
last month against two Co- 
lumbus teen-agers who 
were caught writing on bus 
seats. 
During a hearing last 
week in Franklin County 
Juvenile Court, the two 
girls' parents were or- 
dered to pay $30 in dam- 
ages. 
"This has just become 
too serious for us to over- 
look any longer," Ahls- 
trom said. He said COTA 
didn't realize the extent of 
the damage being done un- 
til employees conducted a 
replacement cost survey. 
He said 33 percent, or 1,- 
S63 of the 4,752 seats in the 
99 buses COTA purchased 
in 1981 bear graffiti. 
Ahlstrom said COTA 
shelled out $28,050 just to 
replace the vinyl and an- 
other $53,000 in labor costs. 
"It's pretty much a full- 
time job iust trying to keep 
up with it." he said, adding 
"When you're talking 
about these kinds of dol- 
lars, we feel it's our re- 
sponsibility to take 
whatever action is nec- 
essary to stop the vandal- 
ism and protect the 
taxpayers' investment." 
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Officials remove occupants from rat-infested house 
OXFORD, Ohio (AP) - The city baa 
condemned a stinking, rat-infested 
bouse from which police recently re- 
moved an elderly woman and her son, 
who had fed the rats as pets, a dty 
official said yesterday. 
The son, who is in his 80s, had been 
feeding the rats from bags of grain 
while sharing the house with his bed- 
ridden mother, who is in her 80s, 
Stuart Meek, acting dty manager, 
Meek said the house contained "just 
total filth" - cobwebs, rotting food. 
dead insects, clothes, papers, books 
and boxes. Of the two human occu- 
pants, he said, "They were living on 
cookies." 
Rats had burrowed into the founda- 
tion and occupied the basement. The 
dty paid an exterminator to spread 
poisoned food in the house for the rats 
and, as of yesterday, 249 dead rats 
had been removed and taken to the 
city landfill to be burned, Meek said. 
'The place is absolutely filthy," be 
said. "The whole house had a putrid 
smell. It really is incredible. The 
basement was infested with rats when 
we went down into it. Our animal 
control officer has removed a lot of 
them." 
MECK SAID be has no way of 
estimating the total number of rats, 
but said some still remain in the 
bouse. 
Alerted by complaints from the 
Butler County Mental Health Center 
and the county health department, 
police removed both occupants two 
weeks ago. The woman, who owns the 
house, was taken to a nursing home. 
Her son was taken to Veterans Ad- 
ministration Medical Center in Cin- 
cinnati, Meek said. He declined to 
identify the occupants. 
City authorities posted a condemna- 
tion notice on the house and served 
the notice on the woman. Meek said. 
The house's plumbing and heating 
systems do not work. 
Under the dty code, the owner - the 
elderly woman - has 30 days within 
which to correct the cited problems 
and bring the house up to standards. 
City authorities then would decide 
what to do with the house. 
The house's former occupants will 
not be allowed to move back In unless 
they have the problems corrected. 
Meek said. 
"My guess is they won't," be said. 
"It may be necessary to demolish the 
bouse, unless somebody wants to buy 
the house and renovate it." 
THE HOUSE'S foundation had been 
damaged because the rats had bur- 
rowed under it, inspectors said. The 
front porch had split down the middle 
and was collapsing, dislocating ma- 
sonry support columns. 
Police said the man had been feed- 
ing several pounds of grain daily to 
the rats. 
"Our police officers were escorting 
him out and he took down a 5-pound 
bag of corn. He said that would only 
last about a day," Meek said. 
"The rats obviously were breeding, 
and there were holes in the yard next 
to the house where the rats were 
entering," he said. "It's really sad 
that this is happening. I wish we'd 
have known about it sooner so we 
could have done something about it." 
Friend of ex-president paroled 
BIG SPRING, Texas (AP) - Billie 
Sol Estes, the con man-confidant and 
financier of the late President Lyndon 
Johnson, gets out of prison again 
today. 
Estes, St, said in a prison interview 
that his days as a wheeler-dealer and 
empire builder are behind him, but 
he's still haunted by his oast. 
"I'm lust one drink away from 
being a drunk and just one deal away 
from being back in prison," he said. 
"I'm a compulsive person. I'm a 
compulsive drinker and. if I smoked, 
I'd be a compulsive smoker. Anything 
I've done, it's been compulsive." 
Estes, as a dose friend and finan- 
cial contributor to Johnson, was a 
rising star on the Texas political 
scene when, in 1963, he was thrust into 
tin national spotlight by a conviction 
for defrauding hundreds of farmers 
by selling them non-existent fertilizer 
tanks. 
The conviction, and disclosures that 
his agricultural financial empire was 
mostly paper, reduced to shambles 
his holdings of 30 companies in the 
United States and Mexico. 
Estes said his personal fortune to- 
taled somewhere between $150 million 
arid $400 million before the collapse. 
HE BEGAN a 15-year sentence in 
1965 after conviction for federal mail 
fraud and conspiracy. Creditors 
claimed Estes owed them $38 million. 
The federal government at one 
point had $21 million in tax liens 
against Estes for income from the 
non-existent fertilizer tanks and from 
government grain storage contracts. 
Estes was paroled in 1971, but the 
parole was revoked in 1979 after he 
was sentenced to terms of five years 
each for two convictions: one for mail 
fraud totaling $50,000, the other for 
conspiracy to conceal assets to avoid 
paying back taxes. 
After his parole today, Estes must 
report to a probation officer in Abi- 
lene, Texas, until Feb. 20,1998. 
With bis release imminent, Estes 
granted many interviews designed to 
enhance the sale of a book by his 
daughter, Pam. The book "Billie Sol" 
is due out in early December. 
"I tried to discourage her from 
writing the book," Estes said. "It was 
pretty painful to look back through 
the years. I'd like to get out of here 
and just disappear into the sunset. 
But Pam's suffered so much through 
the years, I'm going to be as support- 
ive as I can." 
BGSU Board of Student Publications 
is now accepting 
applications for 
/ The Gavel^ 
EDITOR 
Term Beginning Spring Semester 
Apply: 106 University Hall 
Deadline: TODAY, 5 p.m. 
Steel workers seek new president 
Cleveland director may run 
CLEVELAND (AP) - A local 
United Steel Workers leader says he 
is considering joining the list of candi- 
dates vying for the union's national 
presidency following the death of 
USW president Lloyd McBride. 
Frank Valenta, director of the 
Cleveland-based USW Distrirt 28, told 
Crain's Cleveland business that he 
has been encouraged by several USW 
executive board members to seek the 
post. 
"I've made no commitment. The 
only ambition I have is to serve the 
membership of Distrirt 28... at the 
moment," valenta said. 
Even if Valenta isn't selected for 
the presidency now, many USW offi- 
cials say be could win the post in 1965 
when the union's 72,000 members are 
scheduled to hold another election. 
The USW executive board is meet- 
ing this week to decide how to fill the 
Sresidency for the last two years of 
IcBride's term. The board could 
choose a caretaker president or name 
an interim president until a nation- 
wide election can be scheduled. 
Valenta, 55, says he thinks USW 
vice president Joseph Odorcich will 
be named president until the next 
rank-and-file election in 1985. Valenta 
is reportedly Odordch's own choice 
as a presidential candidate in 1985. 
Odorcich, 67, will have to retire in 1985 
because of the union constitution's 
age guidelines. 
"ONE OF THE people on his staff 
sometime ago said it seems as if 
they're grooming Frank for some- 
thing," an unidentified union source 
told Crain's. 
"I'm not surprised his name has 
The next USW president will have to 
assume "a get-tough" role," Valenta 
said. "It will have to be an individual 
who can apply the pressure to our 
government. 
A Cleveland native, Valenta first 
became involved in union activities as 
a grievance committeeman of USW 
Local 2287. He later became president 
of Local 2287, joined the District 28 
staff and took over the Cleveland 
AFLCIO's leader's chair. 
Valenta is expected to play a key 
role in contract merger talks stem- 
ming from the proposed merger of 
Republic Steel Corp. and the Dallas- 
based LTV Corp. 
Highway patrol celebrates 50 years 
CAMP PERRY, Ohio 
(AP) - From the 60 men 
who swore in 1933 to uphold 
state law and help motor- 
ists, the State Highway Pa- 
trol celebrates its 50th 
anniversary today with a 
force of 1,190 troopers in 57 
posts. 
Those first jobs, offering 
a $100 a month during a 
Depression-era economy, 
were heavily sought. More 
than 5,200 men applied for 
the work, which promised 
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lodging and uniforms. Six 
rigorous weeks of training 
at Camp Perry, the Na- 
tional Guard facility in Ot- 
tawa County, preceded 
graduation. 
Early days on patrol 
were rough and the func- 
tion was limited to acci- 
dent investigation in rural 
areas. Spread among 24 
posts with six district 
headquarters, the officers' 
first winter on patrol was 
memorable, said Scott 
Radcliffe, a member of the 
first graduating class. 
Patrol motorcycles 
didn't have windshields, 
and even with leather rid- 
ing equipment, riders were 
buffeted by sweeping 
winds that entered the fab- 
ric of the riding breeches. 
"Most of us found that 
putting newspapers, a lot 
of them, inside the wide 
part of the pants provided 
a good windbreak," said 
Radcliffe, a superinten- 
dent of the patrol from 1959 
to 1984. who now resides in 
Columbus. 
"IF THERE WAS a state 
garage nearby, once in a 
while we could borrow a 
car from them, especially 
if we had to go out on a call 
in the middle of a cold 
night," Radcliffe said. Mo- 
torcycles were phased out 
in the mid-1950s, he saia. 
Besides investigating ac- 
cidents, today's troopers 
also probe crimes on state- 
owned or leased land, pro- 
vide security for the gover- 
nor   and   visiting 
dignitaries, and assist the 
public during disasters and 
emergencies. 
Golden anniversary cele- 
brations and open nouses 
are planned for today at 
the patrol's headquarters 
in Columbus and at various 
posts around the state, said 
current Superintendent 
Jack Walsh. 
Compared with today's 
troopers who normally 
work M 40-hour week, the 
troopers of the early years 
routinely worked 12 to 14 
hours a day including eight 
hours daily on the road. 
The first troopers received 
two days and two nights off 
-a month. 
In the davs before the 
patrol became radio-dis- 
patched, a trooper often 
covered 100 to 200 miles a 
day. Established check- 
points where he could 
check for messages were 
utilized. 
ONCE RADIO became a 
tool of the patrol in 1934, 
the district post in Fiwflay 
served the entire state and 
beyond, Radcliffe said. 
By voice or Morse Code, 
operators in Findlay could 
converse with state police 
headquarters in Michigan 
Indiana, Pennsylvania and 
other states as well as sev- 
eral cities. 
The patrol had an image 
problem with some folk in 
its early days. Local police 
departments opposed the 
formation of the patrol, 
fearing it would lead to a 
statewide general police 
force supplanting local 
forces. 
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HE HASN'T LET 
YOU DOWN 
THIS IS HIS LAST 
HOME GAME 
DON'T LET HIM 
DOWN 
BE THERE!           1 H 
MARTIN BAYLESS 
sports/wrap- 
FOOTBALL 
Bowling Green 24 
Ohio University 20 
SOCCER 
Evansville 2 
Bowling Green 1 
(WOMEN'S/CC 
Bowling Green's women's cross 
country team finished 10th in 
the regional competition in East 
.Lansing Mich, last weekend. 
( VOLLEYBALL 
Bowling Green's volleyball team 
lost both matches over the week- 
end against Western Michigan and 
Morthern Illinois. 
MEN'S/CC 
Bowling Green's men's cross coun- 
try team placed 10th in the re- 
gional competlton in East Lansing 
Mich, last weekend. 
HOCKEY 
Bowling Green's hockey team won 
a two game series over Illinois 
Chicago 8-3 and 7-2 last weekend 
at the Ice Arena. 
BG soccer team loses; denied NCAA bid 
by Steve Qulnn 
sports reporter 
All good things must come to an 
end, and that is exactly what hap- 
pened to Bowling Green's soccer 
team Sunday as the Falcons lost their 
season finale on the road to 
Evansville 2-1. 
The loss also meant that the Fal- 
cons will not qualify for the NCAA 
tournament. 
The two top teams in the Mideast 
region automatically qualify for the 
tournament, with a possible third 
team receiving an at large bid. In- 
diana, the 1962 champion, Akron and 
the University of Wisconsin at Green 
Bay will be representing the Mideast 
region, with Green Bay receiving the 
at-large bid. 
"The bottom line is when we lost to 
Evansville, Akron then became the 
number two seed," BG head coach 
Gary Palmisano said. "If we had won, 
we would have been the number two 
seed, instead of counting on an at- 
large bid. The selection was done as 
objectively as possible." 
'■WITH BOTH teams pretty equal 
they (the selection committee) had to 
turn to other criteria. Green Bay had 
beat teams outside of their region. We 
did not beat teams outside our region 
because we didn't play many teams. 
Ninety-five percent of our games 
were within our region." 
The 2-1 loss was the third loss for 
the Falcons, all of the losses being 
one-point differences. According to 
Palmisano, the match was also very 
physical with a lot of hacking. 
The Aces' winning goal came with 
Just 24:33 left in the match, when 
sophomore midfielder Rob 
Schoenstein put the ball past BG 
goalkeeper Kim Bucher and 
Evansville managed to hold the Fal- 
cons scoreless for the remainder of 
the match. 
The only BG score came with 2:55 
left on the clock in the first half. BG's 
leading scorer, Dennis Wesley, put a 
Neil Ridgway corner kick in the 
Evansville net, tying the match after 
the Aces grabbed the lead at the 25:23 
mark. 
Wesley and Ridgway both have 
accounted for 36 of the 72 Falcon goals 
this season and should be under con- 
sideration for all-America honors. 
IN HIS first season at BG, Wesley 
recorded 24 goals and four assists 
giving him a total of 52 points. He has 
two four-goal performances and has 
tallied against respected teams like 
IU and Division III powerhouse, Ohio 
Wesleyan. 
According to Palmisano, he has 
been able to use his speed and size to 
posess the ball and give his team- 
mates time to move upfield. Wesley 
has also received praise from re- 
spected coaches like IU'S Jerry Yeag- 
ley, who was quoted as saying, "He 
(Wesley) definitely gives BG an extra 
dimension." 
A returning all-American. Ridgway 
has been part of the reason Wesley 
has been so successful. Ridgway has a 
total of 17 assists on the year, one 
more than his first three years com- 
bined. Against Ohio State, the senior 
assisted Wesley on three of his four 
goals during a comeback from a 3-1 
deficit. 
All of Ridgway's hard work finally 
paid off for him just over two weeks 
ago. The twice elected co-captain was 
told after a win over Cleveland State 
that he was selected in the third round 
of the Major Indoor Soccer League 
amateur draft by the Memphis Amer- 
icans. He will be going down to Mem- 
phis soon for his formal tryout. 
PALMISANO DID receive some 
good news yesterday, when he found 
out he was selected Ohio Coach of the 
Year by his peers. Palmisano enjoyed 
his winningest season since becoming 
head coach six years ago, capturing 
16 wins against three losses and one 
tie. 
Since joining BG, Palmisano has 
coached two All-Americans and five 
professional draft choices, the most 
recent being Ridgway in both catego- 
ries. He has also never coached a 
losing team, as five of his six squads 
have nad winning seasons. 
Palmisano also coached this year's 
team into the nations Top 20 for the 
first time in the history ot BG soccer. 
The Falcons held ground in the Top 20 
for four of the last six weeks of the 
season, and consequently they are 
being called by other nationally- 
ranked schools for matches in the 
future. 
"It is nice to be honored and recog- 
nized by yourpeers," Plamisano said. 
"In a second I would have traded it in 
for a bid to the national tournament. 
It is obviouslv disappointing to finish 
16-3-1 and not receive a bidT Still, we 
should not be hindered by our success 
this season." 
With individual and team recogni- 
tion, other teams in the nation have 
begun to acknowledge BG's program 
as one of the best in the country. But 
this time, BG will just have to wait 
another year before it can take an- 
other shot at being invited to the 
national tournament. 
Falcons overcome Bobcat comeback; win 24-20 
TI_ ; i_  _~      _*          .... . 7 Thievery is name of game 
as Bayless nears NCAA mark 
by Marc Delph 
assistant sports editor 
If, four years ago, Martin Bay- 
less had it his way, he would be 
playing basketball at Iowa State. 
Four years later, as a senior, he is 
one of greatest football players 
ever to play at Bowling Green. 
It's hard to believe that if Bay- 
less would have opted to wear 
shorts and high-top sneakers in 
Iowa that the Falcons would have 
been deprived of a safety that is 
tied for second on the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association ca- 
reer interceptions' list with 27. BG 
also wouldn't have had a man start 
every single game since he began 
as a freshman. 
Also, Bayless was an all-Mid- 
American Conference player each 
year he has played, making the 
second team as a freshman and the 
first as a sophomore and junior, 
and all-American honorable men- 
tion the last two seasons. 
JUST AS amazing as all of this is 
that Bayless did not have a schol- 
arship when he first came to BG, 
but that was immediatly amended 
when he began to do his thing on 
the playing field. 
"It wasn't so much so that I 
wasn't welcomed at this univer- 
sity," Bayless said. "I wasn't inter- 
ested in playing college football, I 
wanted to play basketball." 
But, it was a bit of apathy on the 
Ert of Iowa State and also a par- 
Uy interested Eastern Michigan 
program that forced Bayless to 
reconsider the gridiron over the 
hardcourt. 
"I had partial (football) schol- 
arships at Ohio State and Kentucky 
State," he said. "I wanted to go 
there, but I thought I might not get 
to play. I called Bowling Green, 
who wanted to give me a schol- 
arship, and they told me to come 
out. I got a scholarship the first day 
of camp." 
And the rest is history. In fact, 
with two interceptions in this 
week's final game against a pass- 
dominated Kent State, Bayless will 
be in the NCAA history books as the 
all-time NCAA theft king. 
THAT MAY not be all too diffi- 
cult since he has had six intercep- 
tions in the last three games, his 
last one being the game-saver in 
Saturday's 24-20 victory over Ohio 
University. He now has a season 
total of 10, which is tops nationally. 
"I'm not going to say that I'm 
going to take any chances against 
Kent State," the senior from Bel- 
mont High School in Dayton said. 
"But, they throw the ball a lot, and 
anything in the air is just as much 
mine as it is the offensive man's." 
That all-time interception mark 
would sure look good on a senior's 
record when the end of the season 
brings on Senior Bowls and, more 
importantly, the professional 
player draft. 
Bayless looks just as good as any 
senior to be a part of both as he had 
Ere-season tentative invitations to 
9th the Blue-Gray Bowl on 
Christmas Day, and the Senior 
Bowl on Jan. 14., although he is 
afraid that a player from a big 
name school might get to go to the 
senior bowls before he would be 
chosen. 
"It kind of hurts my chances by 
going to Bowling Green," he said. 
"The guys who come to bowl 
games like these, like to see the 
players from the more prestigious 
schools like Perm State and Ohio 
State. But, the coaches in the pros 
know who the good players are and 
see BAYLESS page 9 
Victories are never easy 
for injury-ridden Falcons 
by Tom Hlsek 
sports editor 
ATHENS - For some people, life just isn't a bowl of cherries. It just 
seems that nothing can come easy. 
Just ask Bowling Green head 
football coach Denny Stolz whose 
squad has won seven games this 
year by an average of less than a 
touchdown per contest. 
Well, Saturday afternoon at Ohio 
University's Peden Stadium, the 
Falcons saw a 24-2 lead with 6:58 
left in the third quarter vanish 
before their eyes. 
AND. IT wasn't until the last 
play of the game - when BG's 
Martin Bayless intercepted a des- 
peration OU pass in the end zone 
ews stott/Jomes Voull 
Bowling Green defender Dean Bryson (39) attempts to intercept a pass from 
Bobcat quarterback Donny Harrison while Bill Seder (9) waits in vain lor the pass 
in last Saturday's game at Athens. Observing is OCJ s Mike Siragusa. (84) 
after a Darryl Story fumble with 44 
seconds left In the contest-that the 
Falcons could finally count their 
blessings with a 24-20 victory over 
a scrappy Bobcat team. 
"We absolutely work at making 
them close," said Stolz, whose BG 
auad upped its record to 7-3 over- 
and 7-2 in the Mid-American 
Conference. "We really worked at 
making that one close. 
Although BG cannot make a re- 
turn trip to California Bowl in on 
Dec. 17 against either Nevada-Las 
Vegas or Fullerton State, they are 
still in contention for a four-way 
share of the MAC title, following 
Toledo's 26-10 loss to Northern Illi- 
nois on Saturday. 
This Saturday, if the Falcons 
beat Kent State at home; Central 
Michigan defeats UT at the Glass 
Bowl; and OU defeats NIU at De- 
Kalb, IU.; aU four teams would 
have identical 7-2 league marks. 
CMU would then make the trip 
West, owning the best record 
against MAC title contenders. But, 
the Huskies control their own des- 
tiny in their bowl quest, since a 
victory against OU would leave 
NIU with only one league loss and 
the league championship. 
BUT, GETTING back to the OU- 
BG contest, the Bobcats brought a 
squad into Saturday's game that 
has scored 72 fourth quarter points 
alone this season, compared with 
only 54 points through the first 
three three quarters. On the other 
side of the coin, they were matched 
against a Falcon squad that has 
scored only 22 fourth quarter points 
this season. 
The Falcons held a seemingly 
secure 24-14 lead with 2:55 left in 
the game. The Falcon scores com- 
ing on two Lamont Wagner one- 
yard runs; a Darryl Story 11-yard 
scamper and a Gehad Youssef 42- 
yard field goal and with three extra 
points. 
For the Bobcats, they had tallied 
with a first half safety on BG 
quarterback Brian McClure who 
was held to only 127 yards passing; 
an Orvell Johns two-yard scam- 
per; and a 42-yard Donny Harrison 
pass to split end Bill Seder. The 
Bobcats had attempted two-point 
conversions on both touchdowns, 
but were miffed by the Falcon 
defense. 
The Bobcats were back on their 
own eight-yard line at the 2:55 
mark when Harrison, who passed 
for 380 yards on a MAC-record 64 
passing attempts, went to work. 
Playing in his last home game, 
Harrison passed and ran the option 
weU, getting the Bobcats to the 
Falcon 33. 
Harrison then connected with 
flanker Eddie Washington who was 
hit hard at the 14 by BG's Brian 
Munson. Washington coughed the 
ball up, but right into the 
veVICTORESijaoe ' 
Falcons put out Flames in weekend ice series 
by Jean Dlmeo 
sports reporter 
After sweeping a nationally-ranked 
photo/Phil Mosturzo 
Bowling Green's John Samanskl (22) reaches lor the puck in front ol Flames' goaltender John Whelan in last Friday's 
game against Illinois Chicago. Also tangled are BG's Peter Wilson (21) and OIC's Jamie Huagen 
Michigan State squad only seven days 
earlier, Bowling Green's hockey team 
had to prepare for an opponent of a 
different caliber this past weekend at 
the Ice Arena. The Falcons were 
matched against the University of 
Illinois at Chicago - a team that won 
only six games last season. 
Although the Flames took an early 
34 lead in Friday night's game, they 
never stole the lead from BG again 
during the series. The Falcons proved 
to the Flames why they were ranked 
fourth nationally, sweeping the series 
with 8-3 and 7-2 wins on Friday and 
Saturday nights. ^^ 
THE WEEKEND SWEEP over 
UIC, the CCHA's youngest team with 
15 freshmen on its rooster, lifted the 
Falcons to their sixth and seventh 
Central CoUegiate Hockey Associa- 
tion wins (9-1 overall). The BG icers 
won all four games against the 
Flames fast year, and have never lost 
to UIC in an eight-game series. 
UIC center Colin Chin put the 
Flames on the scoreboard Friday 
with a quick goal 20 seconds into the 
first period, and dumped another one 
behind BG goaltender Wayne Collins 
15 minutes later. The first goal set a 
school record for the quickest UIC 
goal to start a game. 
The Flames jumped to a 3-0 lead 
when Chin's freshman linemate Ray 
Staszak scored at the 16:25 mark of 
the first period. 
"I feel we played poor offensively 
the first period," BG head coach 
Jerry York said. "But we did limit 
them to only five shots on goal, al- 
1 
though they capitalized on three-of- 
the-five." 
But, the Falcon icers did not let the 
three UIC goals stop them from tak- 
ing advantage of some early second 
period scoring opportunities. 
CENTER TIM HACK put BG on the 
scoreboard at the 4:09 mark with a 
shot from the blue line that surprised 
UIC goaltender John Whelan. 
Hack's goal, foUowed by a power- 
play goal by defenseman Garry Gal- 
ley, put BG back in business. The 
Falcons continued their offensive 
surge in the second period with goals 
by center Dan Kane, defenseman 
Dave EUett, and another by Hack. 
BG's defense, with Collins in goal, 
held the Flames to only nine shots on 
goal in the second period. 
BG wrapped up the win in the third 
period with three more goals, two 
tallied by right wing Jamie Wans- 
brough and another by defenseman 
MikePikul. 
Galley and Pikul hit their 100th 
career points, both responding with a 
goal and two assists Friday night. 
Galley leads the Falcons in scoring 
after this weekend's series with 18 
points. 
THE FALCONS scored three power 
play goals during the game, two com- 
ing in the second period. 
Whelan was Friday night's victim 
of BG's offensive attack. Aside from 
scoring eight goals, the Falcons bom- 
barded the Flames'net with 72 shots. 
The 84 Flame saves in the game, and 
32 in the third period both"set UIC 
records. 
Saturday, both BG and UIC played 
solid defense the first period, holding 
each other scoreless for the first 20 
minutes. 
At the 1:01 mark of the second 
period, BG's Peter Wilson found him- 
self in the penalty box on a tripping 
call. But instead of UIC capitalizing 
on the power play, left wing Dave 
O'Brian scored a short-handed goal, 
tucking the puck behind a screened 
UIC goaltender Jim Hickey. 
Third period scoring clinched the 
game for the Falcons, with five more 
Soals coming between the 3:01 and 
1:39 marks of the period. 
W ANSBROUGH TALLIED the first 
goal of the period and his second in 
the game at the 3:01 mark, while 
Galley added one to the score 12 
seconds later. 
BG left wing Gino Cavallini re- 
corded a hat nick for the second 
weekend in a row, with two goals 
coming at the 4:12 and 7:27 marks of 
the period. His last goal, squeezed 
between UIC goals by Chin and Joe 
Patzin, came at the 17:30 mark. 
"Goals aren't coming any easier, 
they're coming harder," Cavallini 
said after the game. "I'm not looking 
to score goals, just to win games." 
The BG defense and freshman goal- 
tender Gary Kruzich held the Flames 
scoreless for the first two periods of 
the game, while the Falcon offense hit 
Hickey with 50 shots on goal for the 
game. 
"I don't think the scored indicated 
bow well we played," second year 
UIC coach Val Belroonte said. ''We 
still played a defensive game even 
after they went ahead 2-0 in the sec- 
ond period." 
"They closely checked us, and 
didn't take many offensive chances," 
York said. "They tried to slow us up 
even after the 2-0 mark." 
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leer Cavallini finds home on new line 
tQuInn 
sports reporter 
Glno Cavallini has found a new 
home, and the place of residence is on 
the red line at center ice with seniors 
John s»n«MH and Peter Wilson. 
Since being teamed up with 
B«m«n«n and Wilson three weeks 
ajo, the 8-foot, 215 pound left wing has 
notched seven goals and two assists, 
including two hat tricks in the last two 
weakenda. 
But, Bowling Green's big man was 
quick to snare the success with his 
linemates. 
"It really helps out when you work 
with your linemates all week," Caval- 
lini said. "We work well together out 
there. We compliment each other on 
the ice." 
CAVALLINI BEGAN to demon- 
strate his scoring abilities when he ■cored the game winning goal against 
Michigan Tech. It was only the second 
game that Cavallini had been teamed 
with the two seniors, but it was a good 
indication of what was to come in the 
future. 
Michigan State became Cavallini's 
next victim when he recorded his first 
hat trick in the series' second game, 
with all three goals coming in the 
second period. 
Last weekend, the sophomore gave 
an encore performance against the 
University of Illinois at Chicago, with 
another three-goal performance in a 
single period. Cavallini tallied the 
final three Falcon goals during the 
third period, putting the game out of 
reach for the Flames. 
Saturday's performance gave Cav- 
allini seven goals on the year, making 
him second on the Falcon squad be- 
hind Jamie Wansbrough. Before com- 
ing to BG Wansbrough played with 
Cavallini at St. Michaels in Toronto. 
"It's good for him (Gino) to score," 
Wansbrough said. "He can play the 
puck but everybody has seen him hit. 
Now it is good to see him scoring." 
AT ST. MICHAELS, Cavallini had a 
great deal of success by scoring 27 
goals and 56 assists in helping his 
team to a Junior B league title. He 
also earned a spot on the Junior B 
league all-star team. 
However, Cavallini did not have the 
same success during his first year at 
BG. He tallied a season total of eight 
goals and 16 assist for 24 points. This 
Gino Cavallini 
year Cavallini only needs one more 
goal and 14 points to better last year's 
output. ■'Gino is a much-improved player," 
BG head coach Jerry York said. "He 
is playing with much more confi- 
dence. He is seeing the play more and 
is becoming a complete player." 
But, there is more than Just scoring 
goals that makes Cavallini an impor- 
tant asset to the Falcons. 
During power play situations, Cav- 
allini effectively screens the goalie 
and allows his teammates to advance 
the puck toward the net. Against 
Michigan Tech, Garry Galley scored 
two power play goals within 26 sec- 
onds and credited Cavallini's distract- 
ing moves for his goals. And the muli- 
Burpose player realizes his reponsibi- 
Ues. 
"Last year I would think more 
about making the big bit," Cavallini 
said. "This year I am also playing the 
Fuck. Instead of always going for a hit 
would take a hit and get the puck out 
to the center." 
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UNIVERSITY THEATRE PRESENTS 
THREE SISTERS 
NOV. 10-12 and 
NOV. 16-19 
MAIN 
AUDITORIUM, 
8:00 p.m. 
STUDENTS ADULTS 
$2.00 $4.00 
CALL 372-2719 FOR RESERVATIONS. 
SPECIAL MATINEE NOV. 19 at 3:00 p.m. 
TWO TICKETS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE 
Pitt to face OSG or CJM 
PITTSBURGH (AP) - The University of 
Pittsburgh, which has appeared in eight 
consecutive bowl games, apparently is set to 
play in the Jan. 2 Fiesta Bowl in Tempe, 
Ariz., against the loser of the Big Ten game 
between Ohio State and Michigan. 
Fiesta Bowl officials said Monday they 
will attend only two games Saturday - Pitt 
vs. Penn State and Ohio State vs. Michigan. 
Pitt officials have been told privately that 
the nationally ranked Panthers, 8-2, will be 
invited to Tempe even if they lose to Penn 
State, 7-4. 
"We've been interested in Pitt all year," 
said Fiesta Bowl official John Junker. "We 
were twice as interested after their real 
strong showing against Notre Dame. That 
game put them at the top of our list. We're 
not in a position to offer a bid until Saturday, 
but we're vitally interested in Pitt" 
The Fiesta Bowl reportedly wanted a 
matchup between Notre Dame and Boston 
College, two teams that would have guar- 
anteed high television ratings. But Notre 
Dame has lost its last two games, to Pitt and 
Penn State, and Boston College was upset by 
Syracuse 21-10 last Saturday. 
Alabama also was a strong contender for a 
Fiesta bid, but the 7-2 Crimson Tide still 
must play both nationally ranked Boston 
College and Auburn. 
At a meeting Sunday, Fiesta Bowl officials 
determined that their best alternative would 
be to pair Pitt - assuring good ratings in the 
populous Eastern television markets - 
against a Big Ten team with a national 
identity. - 
"We've really wanted a good Eastern 
team," said Fiesta Bowl director Bruce 
Skinner. 
Pitt has played in two previous Fiesta 
Bowls. 
Cross country squads 
end season at regionals 
by Karl Smith 
sports reporter 
The 1S63 Bowling Green cross 
country season came to a close at 
the NCAA district qalifiers with 
both squads taking tenth place in 
the 29 team field. No Falcon runner 
qualified for the regional race nor 
did either team, as it requires a 
fourth place finish or higher. 
The highly-touted women's 
squad was led by sophomore Sara 
Collas whose clocking of 19:27 
placed her 32nd. The times were 
much slower than usual with two to 
six inches of snow covering the 
course which mixed with spots of 
ice and mud to make the course 
treacherous for all the BG runners 
as Cathy Scbenkel and Pat Pan- 
chak found out. 
SCHENKEL TWISTED her an- 
kle while Panchak slipped on the 
slick surface and lost valuable 
time. Panchak had also only re- 
cently recovered from a bout with 
strep throat, while team captain 
Jennie Groves had sprained her 
ankle previous to the meet and was 
forced to run cautiously to avoid 
further injury. 
"The course was kind of rough 
because it had a lot of snow, ice and 
mud," Groves said, "but everyone 
had to run on it, so it's no excuse for 
ourperformance." 
The team was not happy with its 
performance, having posted victo- 
ries in the All-Ohio and MAC 
championship meets earlier in the 
season, as Groves pointed out. 
"It was kind of disappointing," 
she said, "we didn't run to our 
potential. If we did, we could've 
easily taken fifth, but we had a 
good season and coach (Sid) Sink 
says that we shouldn't be disap- 
The men's team was faced not 
only with the elements, but with the 
nation's defending champions, 
Wisconsin, and two otter {earns 
who were in the national Top Ten 
last year, Michigan and Purdue. 
Scott Creel was top man for the 
Falcons, battling to 41st after a 
slow start Captain Tim Brennan 
was next and was trailed by Tom 
Franek. 
"WE WENT in with an outside 
chance," Dan Gruneisen said, who 
finished fourth for BG, "we an 
would have had to run really super 
races to qualify, but I think we 
should have finished sixth or sev- 
enth." 
"I thought we did alright, but we 
could have done better," Creel 
said, "we won the Notre Dame 
Invitational and were second at the 
MAC and in our other meets we ran 
real well as a team. We were 
predicted as finishing fifth in the 
MAC but finished second, that's 
pretty good." 
The squad was without an out- 
standing runner through the year, 
and had relied on the team concept 
to remain competitive. Creel had 
been one of four harriers who had 
taken first for the Falcons during 
the course of the season. 
"I got out to a slow start but by 
the mile mark I was running well/' 
Creel said of his individual perfor- 
mance, "and I was moving up the 
rest of toe race. If we had an extra 
mile, I would have passed a lot 
more people; I just ran out of 
room." 
Gymnastics to open 
with intrasquad meet 
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Alan Mayberry 
Hot ante 
The twice defending Mid-American 
Conference gymnastics team is hav- 
ing their season kickoff with an intra- 
Suad meet this Saturday, Nov. 19 at 
a.m. In Eppler North Gym. 
The 1982 and 1983 MAC all-around 
champions Laurie Garee and Julie 
Bender are returning on this year's 
squad. 
Five freshmen will give needed 
depth on the team, mast notably Ellen 
DiCola and Tiffany Kosmerl. Sopho- 
more Shelly Staley, and juniors Jill 
Slomsky and Leslie Schipper will give 
the extra power needed to bring home 
another MAC championship. 
Admission is free to the intrasquad 
meet. The Falcons will open their 
regular season on Dec. 3, when they 
host Ball State and Kentucky. 
Briefs 
Bowling Green's basketball opens its 
season this Saturday in an exhibition 
against York University >at t p.mi in 
Anderson Arena. The 198243 Mid- 
American Conference champions will 
be paced' by returnees Colin Irish, 
David Jenkins, Bill Faine, Paul Aben- 
droth and Keith Taylor. 
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The Winners of the 
PHI   DELTA   THETA 
RAFFLE 
are: 
CONTACT 
LENSES SALE 
ON EXTENDED WEAR CONTACT LENSES 
Bring in your soft lenses 
and trade up to extended 
wear lenses and receive 
$25 OFF 
Burlinqlon 
Optical INC 
Grenda Snyder - 1 st Prize 
Steve Carte - 2nd Prize 
Denise Smith - 3rd Prize 
Sue Kwasniak - 4th Prize 
Congratulations! 
472   1113 
">->"••»,   . oaf 
352 2W3 
MC 
3*2 2020 
THE BEST 
SOPHOMORE 
QUARTERBACKl 
IN THE 
COUNTRY IS 
BRIAN 
McCLURE 
■ 
SEE HIM Ol 
SATURDAY 
BG vs KENT! 
ARMY ROTC 
ORGANIZATIONAL 
MEETING 
WHEN: NOVEMBER 16 
8:00 p.m. 
WHERE: 253 MEMORIAL HALL 
9PEI* 
'*, 
RAFTING 
CROSS - COUNTRY 
SKIING 
1st Event - Survivol Day 
Friday, November 18 
Adventure Club Activities are open 
to all university students 
_sports_ bg news/november IS. 1983 9 
Victories 
hand of a waiting Sherman McBride 
who took it the rest of the way to make 
it 34-20 following another mused two- 
point conversion attempt with 44 sec- 
onds left. 
THE BOBCATS then tried an unsuc- 
cessful onside kick, with BG's Rick 
Neiman recovering at the Falcon 49. 
But, the game was far from sewed up 
at that point On the ensuing play, 
Story, who gained 139 yards rushing, 
■trow paiga 7 
fumbled at the OU 45, with OU's Doug 
Smalley m»Hng the life-giving fum- 
ble recovery with 36 seconds showing 
on the dock.. 
"We could have fallen on the ball 
for three times, but we didn't do that 
because they had three timeouts 
left." Stolz said. "They would have 
gotten the ball back with lots of time. 
The hell with that" 
BG's Mike Foor sacked Harrison 
for an eight-yard loss on first down. 
But Harrison hooked up on two passes 
to Johns on second and fourth down to 
bring the Bobcats to the BG 35. 
Melvin Marshall and Bayless then 
teamed up to knock down a pass for 
Washington with five seconds left Yet 
there was still one tick left on the 
clock as Harrison tried to get the ball 
to Mike Siragusa in the end zone, but 
Bayless was there to make his second 
theft of the game and 27th of his 
career. 
The interception was Bayless' 10th 
of the season, good for second in the 
NCAA, and tying him with Holy 
Cross' John Provost for the second 
spot in career interceptions. 
Although the Falcon defense gave 
, it limited 
; yards. 
"Our defensive line played well. 
They were getting tired. But it's very 
difficult to rush the passer on every 
pay," Stolz said of his defense which 
faced 86 passing plays. "Quite 
frankly, if they would would have run 
the ball once in a while, we could have just fell on top of them and rested." 
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, .from Bayless 
AS FOR the pro draft, it is not a 
question of if be will be drafted, but 
when and by what team. He said he 
has been contacted by every team in 
the National Football League and 
such teams as the Michigan Panthers 
and the Chicago Blitz in the United 
jSiL 
States Football League. 
"Last week a guy from the Michi- 
rl Panthers asked me if I would play 
the USFL and I told him I was 
keeping all avenues open at this 
point, •'he said. "If the USFL offers 
me a large amount of money, I will go 
there." 
Bayless credits his size (6-foot-2,205 
pounds) and speed (4.5 in the 40) to his 
chances of making it in the pros. 
"Most defensive backs are 5-10 or 5- 
11, and when you're in the pros and 
you have to tackle guys like Earl 
Campbell, size is a big advantage." 
With or without the two record- 
breaking interceptions this week in 
his 45th consecutive game as a Fal- 
con, there is no doubt that Bayless has 
left his mark at BG. 
Falcon spikers lose a pair 
by Jean Dimeo 
spoils reporter 
Bowling Green's volleyball team 
dropped two matches in Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference action this weekend to 
Northern Illinois in DeKalb and to 
Western Michigan in Berrian Springs. 
With three home games remaining 
this season, the spikers are 8-22 over- 
all and 2-14 in the MAC. 
With Saturday's win over BG, the 
WMU Broncos clinched the MAC title 
with two matches remaining in the 
season. 
BG LOST to NTU in four games 
Friday night 18-7,13-15,15-1 and 154. 
"We didn't play competitively 
throughout the match," BG head 
coach Denise Van De Walle said. "It 
has been that way for awhile - we just 
don't put the same intensify into ev- 
ery game as we do when we win." 
The tough Broncos proved why they 
are leading the MAC this year on 
Saturday night. The Broncos have an 
undefeated overall record of 25-0 and 
an unblemished MAC record of 16-0. 
WMU outplayed and overpowered 
the Falcons in three straight games 
15-1 15-1, and 154. 
"Western is the superior team in 
the MAC," Van De Walle said. "Their 
fast offense confused us and we didn't 
show any real competitive spirit." 
Van De Walle said the spikers bad 
few digs and kills, and the WMU 
squad had control of the entire match. 
"We didn't come out with the same 
fighting spirit we did when we played 
them earlier this season," she said. 
"They were surprised, because they 
expected us to be going for every 
BG WILL end its season this week 
with three home games in Anderson 
Arena. Van De Walle hopes the games 
will draw large enthusiastic crowds. 
Bowling Creen's Brian McClure receives protection from teammates Brian Johnson (60) and Mike Estep (55) in last 
Saturday's game against Ohio University. Trying to get passed Estep is Bobcat Sherman Carter (67). 
M 
Where the Falcon teams stand 
WMPL7COACHES' POLL 
team 
1) North. Dak. 
, ., 2>OhioSt„... 
D-BQSU  I    .01 
4) Mich. St. 
5) Minn. 
eiWtocon. 
7)RPI 
8) Mich. Tech. 
9) Boston U 
St. Law 
overall votes 
(8-1) (2) 
U.1.-0) oUM 
<*1> 
(8-2) 
(7-2-1) 
(5-5) 
(7-1) 
(7-3-1) 
(4-1) 
(6-0) 
(2) 
Pts. 
88 
..,37 
-uriM 
80 
52 
52 
44 
28 
23 
18 
MAC FOOTBALL STANDINGS 
team MAC overall 
N.I 7-1 8-2    ■ 
'•Toledo •  ' 7-1 9-1 
C. Mich. 6-2 7-3 
BQSU 6-2 7-3 
Bal St. 4-4 6-5 
Onto U. 3-5 4-6 
West. Mich. 3-5 5-5 
Miami 3-5 3-7 
Kent St. 1-7 1-9 
East. Mich. 0-8 1-9 
Pilot. 
The better 
ball point 
w*^-W                       '"ii^ L i join the great 
iy?i L&9 
american 
smokeout 
Nov. 17 Dg news start/James Youll 
to" 
J 1 e >r   $ A IMbadWfcy PMC* Hating Paopk 
EDUCATION IS 
THE CORE OF IT ALL! 
AMERICAN    EDUCATION 
WEEK 
(NOV 13- 19) 
Sponsored by: BGSU's 
Chapters of SNEA, SCEC, 
ACE, EESAB, KAPPA 
DELTA PI, DSAC 
Let's Live 
to See 
the End 
of Cancer 
FLUSH 
THE 
FLASHES 
you won't have to. 
»:W:W:tt:W:-:*:^ 
lOPRYIANDl 
IAUDTI1QNS1 
I     1984! 
I Here's your opportunity to become one 
I of over 300 young professionals who per- 
il form at Opryland, the only theme park 
I anywhere dedicated to the performance | and enjoyment of American musk. 
We're looking for dynamic entertainers 
§ with stage presence, professional experi- 
I ence, and that extra sparkle that tells us | you're one of the best 
I     Well be auditioning singers, dancers, 
I musicians, and conductors. We're also ac- 
I cepting resumes for technical positions | and stage managers. Check below for 
| specific information. No appointment is | necessary, and piano accompanist will be 
1 provided. Good luck! 
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foiag for H. Saootfeer wrttaf. Specially aetlpef 
flanr rlbblai lor coatiaail wrllia* comfort. 
SUlaless steeI aoiai.Tauttca cirkMe kail. Per 
The excitlac Pilot Ball Poiit. ttt get everythlaj 
f coai 
p t. aafste
lecllj baliacea. A choice of -edit- or fiat 
poiats. Aad hest of sll...yoa'll sever throw N oat 
Jest slip la a 39c refill tad yoa'rt ready lo write 
a|ala. So sent ti-c yoar old scratchy sce-thra 
pea mas oat, ^
—-— 
raaoataaafet    r -, --     —   _~l 
a lew refills.       *■       — 
ALL        ^ 
COLUMBUS. OHIO 
Monday. November 21.1983 
lJ0-5i30p.m. 
Ohio State University 
Department of Theatre 
Thurber Theatre 
For further mfcrrnatkn. call between 
10 am and 5 p.m. CST or write: 
Opryland Entertainment Depr. 
§ 2802 Opryhnd Dr., Nashville, TN 37214 
615-889*600. ext 4343. 
SWSWWvXox-raWftWft^^ 
MAJORS 
PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH 
FALL SEMESTER, 1984 
OR 
SPRING SEMESTER, 1985 
You are required to attend 
a sign-up and information meeting: 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1983 
ALUMNI ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION 
MEETINGS AT: 8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 
11:30 a.m. 1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 p.m. 
ATTEND ONE MEETING ' * ATTEND ONE MEETING 
ELEQTION NOTICE 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON 
GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS 
Vpte on Wednesday, November 16, in the 
Union Foyer, the Business Administration 
Building or University Hall to elect four 
(4) undergraduate students and one (1) 
graduate student as at-large members of 
ACQFA. All registered undergraduate and 
graduate students are eligible to vote. 
Bring your BGSU I.D. and validation card. 
Election conducted by the Undergraduate 
^ Student Government, the Graduate 
Student Senate and Student Affairs. 
| VOTE ACGFA ^ 
! 
10 bo news/november 15. 19»3 
Change could increase sulfur dioxide emissions 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A proposed 
role change by the administration 
could allow coal-burning power plants 
primarily in the Ohio and Tennnessee 
valleys and far West to increase their 
sulfur dioxide emissions, an environ- 
mental group said yesterday. 
Some scientists believe that sulfur 
dioxide emissions have resulted in 
add rain, which has been blamed for 
damage to lakes, streams and forests 
in the northeastern United States and 
in Canada. 
The National Clean Air Coalition 
said the rule change proposed by the 
Environmental Protection Agency 
would allow nearly 300 newer utility 
and industrial power plants to dis- 
charge 50 percent more sulfur dioxide 
than current rules allow. 
Richard Ayres, coalition chairman, 
said the change would permit a 
700,000-ton annual increase in emis- 
sions over what is allowed by existing 
rules. 
"We're talking about plants that 
received federal permission to con- 
struct between 1972 and about 1979," 
Ayres said. "Those are all coal-fired 
plants, which means they are proba- 
bly located primarily in the Ohio and 
Tennessee valleys and the far West." 
AYRES SAID the proposal was 
"slipped into" the Federal Register. 
"It was treated as if it were a minor 
technical change with no impact on 
the environment at all," Ayres said. 
"We don't know whether (EPA ad- 
Changing stereotype 
City hopes image improves 
NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) - Some 
residents are hoping the last 
week's re-election of a reform- 
minded city commission will help 
Newport shed its unwanted image 
as a home to prostitution houses 
and strip joints. 
That image dates back at least to 
1957, when an article in Esquire 
magazine labeled Newport as a 
"city of prostitution." The article 
prompted action from some resi- 
dents of the Ohio River city, who 
formed a reform body called the 
Committee of 500 to chase out the 
gambling and other vice. 
Chris Seifred, now a retired mail 
carrier who helped set up the Com- 
mittee of 500, said he is encouraged 
that voters re-elected city commis- 
sioners who have embarked on a 
cleanup campaign. 
"I think this group will do a lot to 
clean up the cityTs reputation," 
Seifred said. "You can't do any- 
thing very enormous in two years. 
If they do as much in the next two 
years as they've done already, 
we'll be off to a good start." 
Newport's city commissioners 
have snunned the reform label, but 
they have supported the causes 
that reform spokesmen have es- 
poused. 
"A LOT OF people connect re- 
form with gambling and vice," 
City Manager Ralph Mussman 
said. "This was not a reform ticket. 
It was just a good, common-busi- 
ness-sense ticket. What they're 
talking about is economic devel- 
opment, and doing all they can to 
change the image of Newport and 
gradually build it back up." 
Since taking office in January 
1982, the commissioners have 
passed an ordinance banning nude 
dancing, and strengthened a bingo 
ordinance to keep major operators 
not affiliated with a charity from 
operating games. And after police 
found that some juveniles were 
working as exotic dancers in bars, 
the city commissioners began re- 
quiring employees who sell alcohol 
by the drink to register with New- 
port police. 
Seifred, recalling the 1957 Es- 
quire article, said, "After this ap- 
peared on the newsstands, the 
Newport city officials started to 
deny that this article was true, but 
I knew better. I was a mail carrier, 
and I delivered mail to the houses 
of prostitution daily." 
ministrator) Bill Ruckleshaus even 
knows this rule change has been pro- 
posed. 
"The agency did not say anything in 
announcing it that would indicate that 
it has the implications that it does. So 
it may well nave slid by him and his 
lieutenants." 
Ayres said the rule change would 
allow the power plants to base their 
compliance to emissions standards on 
a 30-day average rather than the 
current three-hour basis. 
The existing rule requires that 
emissions not exceed 1.2 pounds per 
million BTUs during any three-hour 
period in any given year, he said. 
"What that means is that over an 
annual period, the average emissions 
have to be down at around .63 pounds 
per million BTUs in order to assure no 
three-hour period exceeds 1.2," he 
said. "That's because coal varies in 
sulfur content, and you have to aim at 
an average that's lower. 
"If you could have a 30-day averag- 
ing period... then the annual aver- 
age could be .95 pounds per million 
BTUs." 
Ayres said the coalition has written 
Ruckleshaus a letter and asked him to 
rescind the proposal. 
Chris Rice, an EPA spokesman, 
said the proposed rule would have a 
"negligible effect on actual emis- 
sions.'' 
"The change more accurately re- 
flects the variability of the sulfur 
content of coal," Rice said. 
No ruling made on all-male honors 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Su- 
preme Court set aside rulings yester- 
day that could have forced the 
nation's colleges to ban student honor 
organizations that exclude women. 
The justices ruled by a 5-4 vote that 
a dispute over the University of Mi- 
ami's past support of one such all- 
male group is now moot, or legally 
irrelevant. The case was sent back to 
an appeals court with instructions to 
dismiss it. 
The court's decision, however, left 
unanswered the key question that was 
before the justices: May the federal 
government cut off all federal funding 
to schools that offer significant sup- 
port to such groups? 
The justices said the 11th U.S. Cir- 
cuit Court of Appeals never should 
have reached its decision forcing the 
University of Miami to ban a group 
called Iron Arrow from its Coral 
Gables campus or face the loss of all 
federal money. Iron Arrow, founded 
in 1926 by the school's first president, ,_ 
long was regarded as the most presti-' 
gious campus organization. 
IN OTHER matters, the court: 
• Refused to revive an invalidated 
New Mexico law that allowed public 
schools to impose "a period of si- 
lence" at the start of each school day. 
The justices let stand a federal judge s ruling that the 1981 law vio- 
lates the constitutionally required se- 
paration of church and state. 
• Left intact a ruling that deprived the 
daughter of former Sen. Vance 
Hartke, D-Ind., of a $200,000 award for 
child-rearing costs from a Washing- 
ton D.C. doctor who tried but failed to 
sterilize her. 
• Agreed to decide in a Georgia case 
whether striking workers may be 
fired for an "isolated" instance of 
verbally threatening another worker 
or making obscene remarks while on 
a picket line. 
• Dismissed a dispute between the 
State Department and The Washing- 
ton Post over the government's effort 
to keep secret how much money was 
spent In recent years for "diplomatic 
emergencies." The court, which last 
month agreed to review a federal 
appeals court ruling favorable to The 
Washington Post, was told the news- 
paper no longer is seeking access to 
the information. 
• Agreed to consider killing a job- 
discrimination lawsuit by two white 
employees fired by predominantly 
black Coppin State College in Balti- 
more. The suit was filed in federal 
court after expiration of a state-im- 
posed deadline for such cases. 
ZAPPH!  The Golden Flashes, Sat. 
classifieds 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
"JPC 
Tuesday. Nov  15 
8 30pm 
Tilt Room. union 
ATTN: CONSTRUCTION * DESIGN 
MAJORS Tim wii be a meeting ol 
Ihe AssoclstM General Contractors 
Woo Nov 16 at 8pm tn Rm tie 
Tech Bog Gone Knew. Service 
Director lor the City ot ToksrJo. wa 
•peek about the Role ol Constructor 
n ksurvcipal Qovt    
Renvnder lo al AMA Members The 
Nov ISti membership a) canceled 
end «« be rescheduled lor Nov 
2»th Please make note ol the 
change  
THERE WILL BE A SNEA MEETING 
TUES.NOV IS AT 8 00 IN 112 
UFE SCIENCE OR SHEER WILL BE 
THE QUEST SPEAKER ALL EDUCA- 
TION MAJORS WELCOME 
Women In Communications. Inc. 
sseetlno Tomorrow Nlghl 11 
7:30 pm In the Union Towne Rm. 
Topic: Stress Management 
UMI KARATE CLINIC 
Pamopale with a regular Karate cans 
n a spaces introductory AKS Karate 
dnc Nov IS-Dec 15 8-7 30pm. 
Tuee & Thurs. St. Thomas More 
Gymnasium. BG Fee $20 For more 
mo or lo register csl Continuing 
•due 3720181 
ATTENTION 
ASM (MIS) MEETING 
Wednesday. NOT. 16 
7:J0 PM MOSELEY 400 
Euchre Tournament 
Friday Nov   18 
Tontogany Legion Hal 
Registration 7 30 p m 
Refreshments-Door prize 
The 6.O.S.U. Law Soclely la spon- 
soring N's annual Law School Rep 
Week starting NOT. 14. The follow- 
ing schools will be st the University 
Union. 2nd floor Faculty Lounge 
from 1 30 to 4:00. Men., NOT. 14 • 
Ohio State Univ., Notre Dame Univ.. 
Unrv. ol Cincinnati. Tues.. NOT. IS ■ 
Unit, ol Akron, Univ. ol Dayton. 
Wed., NOT. 16 • Unrv. el Toledo. 
Onto Northern. Case Western Re- 
serve, Cleveland Slate. Please con- 
Met the Department ol Legal 
Studlea al 372-2376 or stop by 251 
B.A to sign up tor appointments 
Information from each school can 
be picked up at the Union on the 
designated lime and day. 
LOST AND FOUND 
Loot Oy. kitten wrwhtle collar (cat- 
llahl.Woosler near Crlm. Lost 
11102163 Please help I 3S4-1247 
LOST Levi's lean jacket Nov 7 or 8 
somewhere on campus Sentimental 
value   H lound cat 372-3940   Re 
ward' No questions asked  
Keys lound outside ol Memorial Hoi 
1118 Cello identity 352-4275 
FOUND One back "totes" umbreea 
Picked  up  by  mistake   Cal  372- 
5054 
RIDES 
RRX NEEDED TO, NORTH CARO- 
LINA AREA FOR TUESDAY NOV. 
22. RETURNING SUNDAY, NOV. 27. 
WILL HELP WITH EXPENSES. CALL 
aiOROE 372-2801.  
Ride needed lo N Y C . Ptwa or N.J 
area lor Trar*agHing Wl help w/ 
gestdmnng Cal Belay 372-1414 
Wanted Ride lo Baltimore. Wash 
area (or anywhere in mat vicinity ) lor 
Ther*agiving Cal Erin 354-4303 or 
leave meeeage al Psych Dept 372- 
2301 
SERVICES OFFERED 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
874-1466 
 Perrysburg  
TYPING 
Dissertatlone. theaat ale 
352-0836 or 372-2261 
Store Your B*e 
$15 unM March 18 
$18 95 includes tune- up 
Purcets Bike Shop 
 352-6264  
TYPING-LOW RATES 
Check out our protessionaty typed 
and whiten resumes too 352-5787 
TUCKER TYPPK3 
6Bi Year ol Service 
 Nancy 352 0809  
PERSONALS 
Murray Perahia-Pianwl 
Nov 17 at 8 p m  Kobecker Hal 
Tickets $9 and $7 adults 
$7 and $5 students/senior citizens 
 CM 3720171  
ALPHA PHI'S - WE HAD A GREAT 
TIME FRIDAY -  THANX -  THE 
PUTS  
BG Basketbal is Beck' 
Sal mte 8 00 P.M 
 Free Team Pholo  
Big Tlsh Korands I'm so excited that 
you're my big' You're such a sweetie 
Thanks lor everything you did to 
make my big hunt terrific I love my 
tug' Love  bme Jenny 
Cheek us lor low 
as* screening prices. 
Jeans h" Things 331 Ridge St 
Dan. 
Don't slop believing thai our 
Irlendihip will leal, It WIN Mill be 
strong tomorrow 'causa we're dif- 
ferent horn the past I missed you! 
tow. Ma 
DenQrebeman 
When era you going to go out tor 
the lootbell learn??? 
Love, Stranded cm the 50 Yard Line! 
DZ Pledges - Thanks hx the greet 
spirit raid on Thurs night We wore 
ae aurprleedl Love. Your DZ Slaters 
EarlCampbel 
it's herd to beeeve that you've 
reached the big 20 Seems ske only 
yesterday that we were back home 
playing suck shot How time Ikes' 
Happy Birthday & good luck with your 
ne«t 20"' The Little Neighbor Kid 
Falcon Footbel 
The Best Party in Town 
 I 30 thia Saturday  
FLUSH THE FLASHES 
Forget the Woather/OSU and UM 
Ihe Falcone are Your Teem Back BG 
BUS Saturday  
Free poster w/purchasa 
Basketbal shoes 
Large Selection 
Falcon House 140E Wooster 
GALS LEV! JRS 
10OH Polyester single pleat Iron! 
Reg $29 95 now 19 95 
Jeans N Things 
531 Ridge  
Gel Out ol the Dorm on 
Saturday and help BG bust 
.Kent Slate The best snow si town 
Have a case ol the enjoys 
Happy Hours 4-9 PM 
Powntown-Stoney Pounders 
rtOUOAYINN"-MTV 
HAPPY HOUR 
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT 
ALL THE TIME' 
HB DaMi 
Hang Tough-Slay awake n wl al be 
over tonight Did you read this in 
time??? Gel  psyched  lor  vacation' 
Luvya"  
kiari/Favia/Jenkins 
8:00 p m Saturday Night 
Free Team Pholo and Autographs 
Jute B-Congrats on your 22nd from 
you Bum JY>IFi  
Kethy MOter - Congratulations on 
being selected an orientation leader 
We are so proud ol you' DZ Love. 
Your Stars  
NEW SHIPMENT-Sweal penis- 
Sweet lops-AI Cokxs-20* oft- 
Locker Room. 
RSA Stun Ihe Stands Day 
Falcone vs Kent Stale 
Show Your Falcon PtHa 
Show Your BG Falcon Spiril and Pride 
that Saturday Join together and 
back BG One more Imp In '83 
STUDENT PERSONNEL MEETING 
B.G.S US DIRECTOR OF PERSON- 
NEL   SUPPORT   SERVICES   WILL 
SPEAK ON    THE   REAL WORLD 
WED.  NOV    16.   1983  AT   212 
McFALL FROM 7 30 9 00 P M 
Students, Onto baaed rood man- 
ufacturer la seeking part lime sales 
promotion   managers.   No  experi- 
ence   necesssry.   Apply   to   NEW 
CONCEPTS-  P.O.  Box  409 Anna, 
Onto 45302 
Super Sports Saturday 
Footbal 1 30. VoeSybal 4:30 
and Basketbal at 8 00 Spend 
Solurdoy with the Falcone 
Tickets on Sale al Gale 
for Basketbal Exhibition 
Saturday Nighl Free learn pholo 
To Jane. Kalhy. Keley S Lynnard 
Thanks tor al your help over the last 
couple ol weeks I don'l know what I 
woukTve done without you guys 
You've M shown me what true friends 
are Love ya al. Kkn 
To My Big. Amy Wekems 
I raaeV hope you know how happy I 
wee to receive thai cute beer ol tuzz 
Bui thai can'l compare lo my station 
whan I found you mine at Ihe "Bag" 
Cek*rellon II wear my purple shirt 
with pride 'cause my love lor our 
fanny I lust cani hide' Love you Lots 
U Anne 
To My BO LEE: 
The end ol the hunt seemed to lake 
as day. but in the end I got my way' I 
couldn't be any happier now that 
you're my big Thanks lor being there 
ihe eat couple ol weeks I couldn't 
have made II without you DZ love 6 
rMns, U Kin. P S CorvjraluWions on 
becoming an Orientation Leader' 
VOTE lor ME 
MARK DABKOWSKI 
ACGFA 
November 16 
Don! Delay EXTERN EXPERIENCE 
appications are due TODAYII Turn 
them In lo Ihe MsetlAlumni Center 
la it true yu can buy jeeps lor $44 
through the U S Government? Get 
the facts lodayi Cal (3121742-1142 
SKI  1794  
THE FALCON MARCHING BANDI 
Capture the excitement ol the 1983 
season, order your abum or cassette 
lodayi Only $6 00 ee  Charge thru 
the Bursar   CAI U   Bands M 372- 
2181  
Festival Series 
Murray Perarxa-Pwrml 
Nov  I 7 at 8 P M  Kobecker Hall 
 Cal 372 01 71  
Hypnotic    Tepee    For    Improving 
Memory I Concentration / Perfor- 
mence I Available. 352-6777. 
The Baeoonman can add some ro- 
mance lo your Me  352-6061 
Morning donut and roll delivery 
avalleble horn The Getaway 
 etSS-Maln     352-4112 
WANT TO FLY HOME (OR AWAY 
FROM HOME) OVER BREAK? CALL 
JAYNE ROLLER BGSU TRAVEL 
REP AT 372-4176 OR TRAVEL 
RESOURCES INTERNATIONAL 419- 
8935563 
WANTED 
F. Rmta   to fill 2 bdrm. apt. 
Good Location. 
 1S4-S14S.  
One male roommate needed for 
Spring Semester Wi rve with two 
others si super race apt next door to 
campus Cal 352-2734. 352-9302 
F. Roomete tor spring earn, close to 
campus Cozy apt call Evanna 352 
6230.  
M Rrnte needed tor Spr Sem 
Frazee Apt Mce » cheap too 352- 
4802. Casey  
MALE RMTE.. FOR SP SEM, 
SIOuVMONTH PLUS VERY LOW 
im ACROSS OFFEN TOWERS 
372 1743 OR 352-8938. ASK FOR 
JEFF 
HELP WANTED 
ATTENTION STUDENTS 
SPRING SEMESTER lobe wl be 
posted on Tuesday. January 17th 
and Thursday, January 18th. the first 
week ol dees at 8:00 am in ihe 
Student Employment Program Office. 
480 Student Services Building 
AJso. please note mat positions lor 
the break period w« be posted bo 
tween now and Christmas as we are 
notified ol mem 
Al new rjoarbons are posted on 
Tuesday and Thursday al 8 00 am. 
460 Student Services Budding 
Franchise Sales Proa • High weekly 
earnings si the wind energy business 
Send resume to Mr Yesow. P.O Box 
476, Carnegie. Pa 16106  
Earn doaara seeYig Avon Products. 
For more silormation please cal 
Phyta al 352 5833  
Excellent opportunity lor students 
in retail Sales or Interpersonal com- 
munications majors High commis- 
sion A training tor direct sales In 
housewerea lor pen-lime Co-Op 
Inquire al room 222 Admin. Build- 
ing or cell 2-2451 tor raglatralton * 
interview Information. 
FOR RENT 
FOR SALE 
Ross 10 spd bicycle, excel cond . 
$160.00 Megnavox 13" portable. B 
t W TV works wel. $2500 New 
portable. B 6 W TV, used once 
$75 00 Cal efler 7pm. 354-2881 
2 tickets lo IvSurray Perahla concert 
Cal 3720206      - 
ZOOM LENS—Soagor 80-200. one- 
touch. Macro locus  $16000. 354 
3019  
"73 Audi, sun root • many new parts 
3526860  
Moos. Home. 1974 buy or rent 
excel cond., 2 bdrms . Incl appft- 
ancea Post nog 352-6806 alter 5 
S4 Ford Mustang, Excellent condi- 
tion, many new parts $2700. nego- 
Hable. Call Tom. 2-6641. 
2 bdrm twlnrjlex In Grand Rapids 
only 10 mass from BG Available 
mmed $225fmo .Pets S chidren 
OK Cal 832-0169 
1 bdrm rum apt acescent often 
lowers Aval Dec 20 $200 mo $ 
low uttf 354-1753 01352-3406 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 2BOBM APT. 
E REED FOR SPR SEM, CALL 
BETH 354 1164 OR CHEW. 352- 
0988 
Furnished room lor female, with 
cooking pnvledges 353-1014 Helen 
Schumacher 
Senior Grad Mass 
1 Vacancy Double Room 
Kitchen Private Entrance 
Close lo Urwersrty 
 352-8043  
Need 4th female lo HI 2 bdrm apt 
352-7365 
Unique clwrttwlg, 2 bedroom fur- 
rashed attic apartment In leatortc 
house 352-6860 
For Rani Dec 16 thru Aug. 20. 
1984. 2 bdrm townhouse apt on S 
Summit $23500 plua ease 1 
gas/mo Cal 352-6767 or 362- 
8837 
Apartment avasable 
CM attar 5 pm 
 362-6216 
1 bdrm unlurrkshed apt. Free heal - 
cornea m handy on those cold winter 
rsghts Free'sewer and water tool 
Cal Newkwe Mqml ■ 352-5620 
One bedroom apt. unfurnwried 
352-5620. 
Newlove Apartments 
NEW APARTMENT FOR RENT 
1 bdrm . spacious swig S kitohan. 
Pertect lor 1 Independent person 
or 2 to share oosl. 
Cal 352 0805 attar 2 p m 
Houses a apts dose to campus lor 
84-85 school year   1-267-3341 
ACROSS 51 
1 Men in white 53 
5 Serape 54 
10 Exact, as an        55 
answer 59 
13 Calo or Cicero      62 
14 Ancient Greek      83 
colony 
15 Biblical priest       64 
18 Weeping figure    65 
of Greek legend    66 
17 Protective device 67 
19 Dream disturber   68 
21 Ark) 
22 Part of a 
historic signature 
23 Peaceful 
25 Revise 
26 Designers 
symbol 
29 Doughboy's 
headgear 
31 Pianist GMels 
32 Attire) for 
Yum-Yum 
33 CoM 
38 Woodland god 
40 Gaffe 
41 Interference 
42 " Joey" 
43 Industrial fuel 
44 Muse of comedy 
46 Utility customer 
47 City on fits 
. Arkansas 
Former Met star 
Draft status 
Rainbow 
Fate 
Victim of a sort 
Vacuum tube 
Fortified place: 
Abbr. 
In music, slow 
Get out of 
Wood for bats 
Rhythmic pattern 
Contradict 
DOWN 
" What 
Come* Naturally" 
Melville novel 
Convertible's 
ancestor 
Curl one's lip 
Freud, to friends? 
Famous escape 
artist 
Nihilist 
Lean and supple 
Young one 
American painter 
Trjmorrow's 
citizen today 
Describing some 
walls 
13 Assts. to 1 Across 
18 Ad (to the 
point) 
20 Do art department 
work 
24 Avian features 
25 Aleutian Island 
26 To a smaller 
extunt 
27 Leave undone 
28 Arizona river 
30 Happy  
34 Rambling 
35 Poems with 
heroic themes 
36 Dark red 
37 River Into the 
North Sea 
39 Juan's girl 
40 Weather forecast 
42 Appease 
45 Put up  
47 Puccini role 
48 The "Last of the 
Mohicans" 
49 Fido's need 
50 Vital fluid 
52 Succored 
54 Film critic and 
novelist James 
56 Cry 
57 Whirlpool 
58 Driver's need 
60 New England tree 
61 Rocky hill 
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You're Needed 
All Over the 
World. 
Ask Feoce Corps voejnfeev, why the* ingenuity ond Vxibasry 
ore us vtol os Itst*- degrees They'll re*, you ittey ore helping 
the worlds poorest peoples otToln self sutrVcsency m ihe areas 
Of food production energy conservonon. tdjcoHon. economic 
devetopmenr and heotm services And they'll ret you about 
the rewords of hands on comer experience) overseas They'll 
re* you it's the roughest Job you'll ever love 
GRADUATING this WINTER or SPRING? 
Apply NOW for 19r34 openings. All 
majors considered. Interviews 
Nov  14 and 15.  Contact the 
Placement Center.  For more info 
call toll free 1-800-521-8686. 
PEACE CORPS 
